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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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WO DIE IN FIRE AT LYNN GROVE
Tragedy struck the Lynn Grove removed from the house shortly
community shortly after mid- after persons arrived at the
night this morning when flames scene. Cole was found on a bed in
snuffed out the lives of Tellus a bedroom and rescuers reached
Cole and James Sims in a house his body by breaking out a
window, according to Calloway
fire.
The bodies of the two men were County Sheriff Clyde Steele. Ray
removed from the Sims house by Thomason, Charles Windsor, and
members of the Calloway Rescue Jerry Beane broke the window
Squad, Coroner Max Churchill, and entered the room to take the
neighbors, and other persons at body of Cole out of the burning
home.
the scene.
The body of Tellus Cole was Officials said the remains of

ietails contact
34838.
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Murray Post Sponsors Oratorica
Contest For High School Pupils
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High School students of Murray
and Calloway County have been
invited by Murray Post No. 73 of
the American Legion to compete
in the 35th annual National High
School Oratorical Contest. The
invitation to enter the competition was extended today by
Post Commanader J. R. Jones.
The contest for students has
been arranged with the full coration of local school officials
d faculty of Murray High
hoot and Calloway County High
School.
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House Approves 9.5.4
Billion In Tax Cuts

BAN
:overnment in
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nap — and
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got a copy of The Old
Almanac which was
1792.
It has been
each year since that

Mrs. Doc Wallace brings in
some peanuts that Doc put out
this year. They are enormous
and evidently of a certain variety
that just grows big. They are as
big around as your thumb and
longer. We broke one open and
the peanuts themselves are huge.
Mrs. Wallace said they were just
dug up and were not dry as yet,
but they look like good eating.
Down to Sue and Charlie's last
night for some of their fine fish.

Fellow says he wishes he had
the spunk the government has.
Says they certainly don't let
being in debt keep them from
spending.
Mrs. Bill Jeffrey walks quite
a lot which probably keeps her in
good health.
Circuit Judge James Lassiter
says that his three courts keep
him busy. He moves from one to
the other on a regular basis in
three different counties.
The Bank of Murray's new
branch building is moving right
along toward completion. It will
Continued on Page Hi

Kentucky weather forecast:
Partly cloudy middle and east
today, otherwise mostly fair over
the state through Thursday. Mild
days and cool nights. Highs
today and Thursday in the 7(s
with lows tonight in the upper 405
to mid 50s.

Extended Outlook
Kentucky
extended
The
weather outlook Friday through
Sunday:
Chance of showers Friday
night and Saturday mostly west
half and in east half Saturday
night and Sunday. Warm Friday
turning a little cooler by Sunday.
High Friday in the 81 lowering to
_705 Sunday. Lows Friday upper
40s and lower 505 increasing to
upper 505 and low 605 Sunday.

TWO DIE IN FIRE—TAW Cole and James Sims, both
residents of Lynn Grove, perished last night in a fire that
completely destroyed the house where they were living. The
Murray Fire Department and the (alloway County Rescue
Squad both responded to the fire call which came in around
midnight last night.
Photo By Tubbs Studio

By ML L. POSNER pushing for more benefits in the
WASHINGTON UPI) —The tax bill for working people and
House approved today $15.4 tried to beat the meassure on
billion worth of tax cuts over the House floor, calling it -a
the next three years for both giant raid on the federal
individuals and corporations as treasury" accruing to the
part of President Nixon's plan benefit of big business.
to straighten out the U.S. Prior to today's vote, House
economy.
Republican leader Gerald R.
The bill was revised, te tilt Ford questioned whether the The
Calloway County Circuit
more heavily toward individual AFL-CIO, and particularly
Court, Judge James M. Lassiter
taxpayers, by the House Ways President George Meany, was presiding,
will reconvene on
and Means Committee from the accurately
representing
the Monday,October 11, according to
form originally proposed by views of rank and file workers the
office of Circuit Court Clerk
Nixon. The administration in steady criticism of the tax James
Blalock.
bought the changes and House bill and of Nixon's economic
Scheduled case on the docket is
members approved the mea- program in general.
McNutt, wife, and son vs. O.T.
sure without further change.
Terming Meany's steady at- Paschall and Mose Payne. This
The bill now goes to the tacks on Nixon and the casel
‘concerns a three vehicle
Senate where Chairman Russell economic plan as "purely collision
that occurred on U.S.
B. Long, D-La., promised to political," Ford said: "I think Highway
641 South.
expedite hearings which begin the rank and file support the
The case of Andrew J. Williams
Thursday. The bill is expected president ... because they think and wife
vs. Freeman Johnson
to reach the Senate floor Late in his program
will produce and Zimmerman was heard in
the month, and several senators jobs. And they are interested in Circuit
Court on Tuesday, but
have served notice they will try jobs and not political rhetoric." details
of the verdict were
to increase the tax break for The bill as approved by the unavailable
this morning.
individuals.
House could mean that taxpay- J.D. Wyatt of Mayfield was
Organized
labor
still
ers would start receiving a awarded damages of $1500 to his
taste of the cuts by mid- automobile in the case of Wyatt
November—if the Senate also vs. Cyrene Williams Hall heard in
acts before then—in the form of Circuit Court on Monday, acreduced
withholding from cording to Circuit Court records.
paychecks.
The
case
an
concerned
Chairman Wilbur D. Mills, D- automobile accident that ocArk., of the Ways and Means curred in front of the Hall home
Committee
said
individuals on the Mayfield Highway 121.
would get well over half the
benefits from the cuts, whereas
The Murray Chamber of business would have had the
Commerce announced today that biggest benefits under the
the second "Operation Townlift" original version proposed by the
meeting has been postponed to a administration.
A Shoot will be held at the
later date. The date will be reset
Faxon Elementary School on
at the request of Danny Whittle,
Saturday, October 9, from nine
Navigation Resource Developa.m, to five p.m., sponsored by
ment Division of TVA. Whittle
the Faxon Mothers Club.
said some data needed for the
meeting has not been compiled
The Captain Wendell Oury Groceries and merchandise
as early as was expected. The Chapter of the Daughters of the will be given away as prizes. A
meeting had been set for October American Revolution will meet turkey will be given to the h)gh
scorer for the day. Lunch will be
Saturday at eleven a.m. at the
served in the lunchroom.
The Chamber of Commerce Calloway Public Library.
said an announcement is ex- Mrs. Lucille Ginger, First Tickets for a one dollar
pected in a few days setting the District DAR chairman from donation will be received on a
twelve foot Quackette fishing
new date.
Henderson, will be the guest
boat and rod and reel to be given
"Operation Townlift" is a speaker. Mrs. John
Nance
complete survey project of regent, urges all members to away on November 20 at the
Country Music Show at the school
Murray and Calloway County. It attend.
is hoped that problem areas_ of Following the program and gYmn•
the community can be pinpointed business meeting, the group will In case of rain the shoot will be
and solved during the project. go to the Colonial House held on Saturday, October 16.
TVA is making planners, Smorgasbord for lunch.
TAPE AND TAPES STOLEN
economists, and engineer
Franklin Rushing of Murray
available for the sthdy.
RADIO CLUB
Route Two reported the theft of a
The Murray State University tapes from his car while parked
ONE CITED
One person was cited for Amateur Radio Club will meet in the parking lot at Third and
disregarding a stop sign at South tonight ) Wednesday) at 7:30 p.m. Olive Streets on Tuesday, ac12th and Poplar Streets on at the Ham Shack to plan for cording to the report giade.to the
Tuesday at 1035 p.m by the classes in radio theory and code Murray Police Departmenf at
for general class licenses.
4:09 p.m. Tuesday.
Murray Police Department.

The subject to be used in the
prepared oration in the 1972
contest must be on some phase of
the Constitution of the United
States, emphasizing the duties
and obligations of a citizen to the
national
government. The
prepared oration mast be the
original effort of each contestant,
and must not require less than
eight nor more than ten minutes
for delivery.
The local contest will be held al
the Legion Hall
Monday,
February 14, 1972, at 7:30 p.m.
Winner of the local contest will be
awarded a $25.00 Savings Bond.
In addition to the awards by the
winners
of
the
various
elimination rounds of competition, university scholarships
of $8,000,.$5,000, $3,000, and $2,000
go to the first through fourth
places respectively in the
national finals. Each state
winner will receive a $500
scholarship. The top four youthful orators who have won all
previous elimination rounds of

Sims, who was thought to be lying
on a couch in the living room,
were not foudd until about 4:15
a.a. The officials, Lynn Grove
residents, and members of the
Calloway Rescue Squad found the
remains after the fire had died
down and they started searching
through the ashes.
Both the Calloway Rescue
Squad and the Murray Fire
Department answered the call
for help by the Lynn Grove
community. The fire units were
able to save the homes on both
the east and west sides of the
burning home located southeast
of Lynn Grove School on Highway
94. The house on the west side is
occupied by the Ronnie Kelso
family and the house on the east
side by the Ray Thomason
family.
Members of the Rescue Squad
said Thomason, neighbor on the
Continued on Page 16

Sp4/C Ronald Orr
Returns Home After
Serving In Vietnam
Specialist Fourth Class Ronald
P. Orr, son of Mr. and Mrs. Odell
Orr, Murray Route Four,
recently returned home from 14
months in the Republic of Vietnam.
As a Rifleman SP-4 Orr served
with the 1-20th Infantry llth Inf.
Bde. until reassignment to the
23rd MP Co. 23rd Infantry
Division.
While in Vietnam SP-4 Orr was
awarded the Army Commendation Medal for Valor, the
Army Commendation Medal for
Meritorious Service, the Combat
Infantry Badge, and the Purple
Heart.
The Murray soldier is a 1967
graduate of Calloway County
High School and attended Murray
State University before entering
the Army.

The 4-H Pumpkin Show and
Sale will be held Friday night,
October 8, in the Central Shopping Center on North 12th Street.
This is the final round up after
nths of work for these young
people, according to Fred
Gillum, local 4-H agent.
The project was started in the
spring before schools were
Calloway County residents who dismissed for the summer. Some
plan to vote by absentee ballot four hundred 4-H'ers and
day students in the fourth through
on general election
November 2. must pick up an eighth grades received the
application at the county court Kentucky 4-H Pumpkin project
clerk's office in the courthouse books which explained the
no later than Wednesday, Oc- practices to be followed in
growing pumpkins.
tober 13.
Marvin Harris, Calloway Seed for the students to each
By Dwain McIntosh
to five hills of pumCounty court clerk, said his staff plant three
Members of the delegate
.
pkins
was
furnished
by
the
is available to help anyone who
assembly of the First District
wants assistance in completing Calloway County Soil Im- Education Association will have
provement Association, and the a unique
the application form.
responsibility when they
He urged citizens who plan to fertilizer was supplied with go into session on Thursday, Oct.
vote absentee to keep in mind recipes on how to bake pumpkin 7, at Murray State University.
the time element involved in the bread and pumpkin
Besides choosing the normal
These young people who slate of FDEA
process. He explained the pie.
officers, the 83
have done the best job with their members
procedure this way:
of the delegate
Calloway County Ranger
When the clerk's office projectsAtill enter them in a assembly who represent 19 school Boyce
McCuiston has announced
pumpkin
contest
week.
held
this
receives the notarized apdistricts in 13 West Kentucky that an unwelcomed day rolled
The
top
ten
pumpkins and the top counties will also elect a
plication, a ballot is mailed to the
around on October 1st, as this is
specified address. The marked five pumpkin pies and breads will president for the coming year. the day that
officially begins the
be
selected
and
will
be
awarded
ballot must then be returned so
Usually the president is chosen fall fire season.
prize
money.
as to reach the clerk's office not
a year ahead and serves a year as
"Since the fire season only last
later than 6 p.m. on election day. On Friday night, October 8, the president-elect before taking five months each
year, 2t).2
pumpkins
top
put
will
up
for
be
Harris emphasized that ample
office, according to Dr. Donald E. months in the spring and 21
/
2
the
the
auction
sale
Central Jones, executive secretary of
at
in
time must be allowed for routine
months in the fall, people tend to
Shopping Center.
mail service.
FDEA and dean of the Graduate forget when it is unlawful to
School at Murray State.
burn," McCuiston said. "If you
However, Roy Weatherly, must burn, first take precautions
who was serving as president- to prevent
the fire from
elect for the 1970-71 school year, spreading, wait until after 4:30
resigned the post to move into p.m. in the afternoon, and then
another district, creating the burn only when the wind is
necessity
for
a
special calm," he emphasized.
presidential election this week
Since it is illegal to burn before
for the 1971-72 school year.
4:30 p.m., we will be checking all
The delegate assembly session smokes reported the local ranger
is held each year on the eve of the said. These laws are necessary
FDEA meeting on the campus of during the fire season because
Murray State. There are more extremely 'dry conditions which
than 2,000 educators in the prevail, he added.
counties of the First District.
"Nothing is more disasterous
In addition to the president and than a fire that is out of conpresident-elect, the delegate trol,McCuiston said. I.iterally
assembly this week will also years of work
can go up in
choose a vice-president, two smoke in a very short time. The
directors, a member of the preventing of forest and grass
nominating committee to the fires means a lot to the people of
Kentucky Teachers Retirement this county, and it will take the
System, and two delegates and efforts of every man, woman and
two alternate delegates to the child to hold fires to a
National Education Association minimum."
Convention in Atlantic City, N.J., "Please help us help you by
next June.
obeying the Kentucky burning
Mrs. Helen Bain of Nashville, laws," McCuiston concluded.
immediate past president of the
NEA, will be the featured
Free Kittens
speaker for the 87th annual
Four kittens and the mother cat
FDE A meeting on Friday,Oct. 8. are available free
as pets. One of
Her topic will be "NEA and Its the kittens has a
tail but three
Relation
to the Individual were born without tails.
One Is
Teacher"
black and the other three are
Chester Anderson, assistant gray and 'White. If you
ALF:NlE AND Kenneth Paschall of
Hazel are shown with
would like
their harvest of pumpkins that will be among those to plaef-d for . principal at - Ballard Memoriat
have a free kitten or mother
sale at the 4-H Pumpkin Show and Sale to be held Friday night In High School, is the outgoing cat pick up at 1213 Peggy Ann
FDEA president. .
the Central Shopping enter
Drive

Delegates Of
FDEA To Meet
Thursday, MSU
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Can Legion chaplain
bridge generation gap?
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stereotype Legion image. The
"I'm not in the entertainment
the
snaps
new national chaplain shoots business,"
word arrows like an angry Milwaukee native who served
young Fulton J. Sheen.
in the Army in World War II in
53-year-old
Can
the
Dubbed the "pope of Ponca" Alaska and the Aleutians,
American Legion reclaim its by- his Methodist, Catholic,
struggled through Creighton
youth through a baby-faced, 46- Presbyterian and Episcopal
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
in Omaha on the GI
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
year-old "swinger" chaplain Legion backers. Father Sch- University
Bill of Rights and worked
from a hamlet in Nebraska?
known several years in an Omaha
middle waab is probably better
Like
most of
WEDNESDAY—OCTOBER 6, 1971
college insurance company' before
young
of
thousands
to
America, the world's largest
dozen Mid- entering the priesthood.
veterans' organization is students in half a
millions
troubled by the generation gap. west states than to the
Not only does he ban guitars
auxiliary
and
Legion
the
in
is
the
Legion
On the surface
plane, he and folk singing, he also
light
by
Traveling
healthy. It has 2.7 million
Congressman Frank Albert Stubblefield was
times a refuses to sponsor church
members, including 425,000 speaks three and four
most of bazaars, bingo games, bake
faced with a most difficult decision last week when
veterans of the Vietnam war. It week to student groups,
sales, drawings and rummage
he had the opportunity to be placed on the powerful
has grown in membership them nondenominational.
sales.
youngsters
give
don't
"We
United
the
of
every year for seven years —
House Ways and Means Committee
—That's not the function of a
enough credit," he said in a
despite
this
up
the
year
22,000
Representatives.
States House of
as I see it."
church,
moment.
serious
sudden
increasing inroads of death in
Why would this unorthodox,
Congressman Stubblefield apparently was
-We're afraid of them because
World War I and World igar
we've become 'turned off' to free-thinking priest bid to
favored for the position since a Kentuckian has been
ranks.
become national chaplain of an
idealism.
years.
eight
No organization in the United
on this committee for the past twenty
"We give them affluence, but organization that is viewed by
youth-oriented
more
has
Committee
States
Agriculture
He has been on the House
carry out too many Americans as a
programs — 9,000 Boy Scout we don't trust them to
complain citadel of "straights?"
for about as long as he has been in the Congress and
we
then
And
job.
a
troops, 950 Girl Scout troops,
"In the first place, that
to work.
want
don't
they
that
is now a senior member of the committee. If he had
some 650 bands, national
of the Legion is wrong,"
talk
image
they
when
afraid
"We're
giving
oratorical contests, the Boys
taken the new position, it would have meant
'love,' because too many he said. "These veterans are
about
he
where
Girls
State
and
programs
State
Committee
up his place on the Agriculture
of us have forgotten the real more anxious than most people
and thousands of local high
has done so much work.
to build a better country.
school awards arid scholar- meaning of the word.
putting their time and
They're
something
found
have
-They
Actually Congressman Stubblefield had to make
ships.
where their mouth is.
Yet, concern about decay is a lot of us have forgotten -- that money
the decision as to whether he desired to gain perfor them.
growing. The word "relevant" the only real church is in the I'm
sonal promotion or to remain in a position where he
being.
human
the
of
heart
, y*.,rovIrnw.e
-And
think of the platform
was heard with increasing
felt he could do the most service to the people he
"Remember what the pagan they offer me — all across the
regularity' in sessions at the
Romans used to say:
represents.
country' I can be a -missionary.
recent national convention in
NA'ST'Y FIVE
"'You can tell they're It's a lot tougher today to be a
There is no doubt that as far as personal benefit is
Houston.
Christians. See how they love missionary
in
OUT
Help may be coming from an
concerned, a place on the House Ways and Means
each other!'
and
concrete
sophisticated,
quarter.
unexpected
the
Window
above
far
Washington
rated
be
would
Committee
-We're afraid of their new steel, two-car garage jungles
The Rev. Paul J. Schwaab,
Agriculture Committee. Down through the years he
concepts .of religion because than in some primitive country'
breezy and candid pastor of St.
they're simple, uncomplicated
would probably become the chairman of the coinJoseph's Catholic Church in
"And a fellow in my business
postage-stamp Ponca, Neb. concepts. We don't realize that needs every advantage he can
-mittee and wield a powerful voiCe in national
they
when
sincere
are
they
population 900i, hardly fits the
get!"
politics.
rebel against status-minded.
Stubblefield
Congressman
however,
said,
As he
brand-name churches across
The Almanac
the country that too often have LAGGARD WINE-DRINKERS
feels that he can render-more service to his conelection
next
presidential
year,
Mainland
with
on relations
By GEORGE J. MARDER
By United Press International
'Washing'
big
become
stituents on the Agriculture Committee since
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Some they will have themselves to China. The Vietnam War will
Today is Wednesday, Oct. 6, machines.'
and
state
LONDON (UPI)--Britons are
the
of
crop
cash
tobacco remains as the top
be an issue but not among the the 2790 day of 1971.
op Democrats are concerned blame.
-I can't be too critical, even drinking more wine than ever
the
to
important
so
One
are
year
and
one
month
state
the
view.
of
areas
O'Brien's
the rural
top ones, in
The moon is between its full of the so-called 'Jesus Freaks.'
lover lingering traces of a
before, Chairman Peter Noble
"suicidal complex" within the before the 1972 presidential O'Brien does not believe that phrase and last quarter.
They're looking for answers. of the
economics of the state as a whole.
Spirit
and
Wine
O'Brien
election,
displays
quiet
blunt
to
able
been
more
are
has
far
is
Nixon
stars
morning
looking
behind
Not
The
arty.
We applaud his decision and the motivation
said Sunday. But
Association
in
the
outlook
for
confidence
unemdangerous."
the economic issue—high
Mercury and Saturn.
Among them is Democratic
it. There are times when a public servant must make
50 million gallons consumed
Before he completes his year the
The evening stars are Venus,
National Chairman Lawrence the Democratic candidate, no ployment, high prices and the
Congressman
believe
last year—about 5,1 bottles per
we
and
this
as
such
decisions
wagethe
of
he
His
matter
who
is.
a
of
strategy
chaplain
national
as
adoption
his
Jupiter.
like—by
and
Mars
he
F. O'Brien--even though
Stubblefield met the challenge, made his decision, believes the party has accom- for 1972 is shaping up as pretty price freeze. O'Brien cites Those born on this day are American Legion, Father Sch- person—"must be counted as
waab undoubtedly will be an insignificant figure for a
and backs it up with logical conclusions.
plished a 90 per cent cure of its much of a repeat of 1970, with public opinion polls showing under the sign of Libra.
by some as "that potential partner in the Eu-'
branded
heavy
on
emphasis
the
pocketbook
of
tennis
champion
American
support
selfwith
overwhelming
1968 fascination
It's happened ropean Common Market, whose
priest."
hippie
issues.
by
6,
Oct.
was
born
Helen
Wills
proposed
freeze, first
inflicted injury that left the
members' annual consumption
of
He
credibility
the
expected
before. It doesn't seem to
emocrats, but only a slight 1906.
organization in shambles and
times this," Noble
President Nixon also to be high boost in the President's own
bother him and it doesn't fit. is up to 30
On this day in history:
the White House lost.
said.
on the Democratic list, with standings.
A
College
tall,
6
lean
Antioch
a
that
-footer
1853
convinced
In
who
likes
is
O'Brien
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
President's
the
O'Brien has several impor- opened its doors in Yellow sports cars and short haircuts,
He blamed Britain's "lowly
potentially harmful residue of Stress on
reversals of previous positions tant recommendations for the Springs, Ohio, becoming the he refuses to allow the folk position" on high duties on
Hal E. Houston, son of the late Dr. and Mrs. Hal Houston and the 1968 paranoia persists and
handling the economy and party. He warns that the first nonsectarian school to Masses and guitar hymns that spirits, which he said curbed
nephew of Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Houston, has been selected to that if Democrats lose the on
Democrats must have good faith grant equal opportunities to have become popular in some demand.
membership in the AOA national medical scholarship fraternity
churches.
at all levels in adopting more both men and women.
at the University of Louisville School of Medicine.
Grantwriter
sports
1921
In
for
the
of
procedures
vice-president
elected
open, equitable
Mrs. T. A. Thacker of Murray was
the selection of delegates to the land Rice was at the microSouthwest Regional WMU at the meeting held at the Salem
a para.
of
father
The
CONN.
(UPI):
HARTFORD,
national convention and the phone as the World Series was
Baptist Church on October 3.
i lyzed 2-year-old boy doctors think may have suffered
I
of the convention broadcast for the first time.
Joe Fulks, one of the greatest athletes ever to attend Murray
operation
pregnant
his
when
mercury poisoning before birth
In 1954, Italy. Yugoslavia, the I
fear
Democrats
Many
State College, will be honored at the half-time of the St. Louis
itself.
mother painted his nursery, has filed a $3.1 million
Hawks-Cincinnati Royals professional basketball game in the
that any smell of smoke-filled United States and Britain'i
damage suit against the paint manufacturer and
MSC Sports Arena on October 10.
rooms would be fatal to the signed a pact settling the j
E retailer.
presidential candidate's chan- partition of Trieste.
Peter Gaulton filed suit in Hartford Superior
In 1961 it was revealed that
la Court, claiming his son Gregory will never be able to
ces.
ra•- live a normal life due to mercury poisoning doctors
O'Brien is prodding the party House Speaker Sam Rayburn
a think was contracted when his mother breathed
to adopt clear alternatives to had cancer, from which he died
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
a: vapors from a latex paint
White House programs and is six weeks later.
a The suit asks $3.150.000 in damages from O'Brien
convinced that a successful
Reno
Ind.,
Paint
and
and
5- Paint Corp. of South Bend.
A thought for today: British !
Over $1,000 was raised toward the local American Legion
campaign strategy cannot be
a- Wallpaper Co., Inc. of Hartford, who sold the "green
novelist George Meredith said,
building fund at the annual Legion fish fry held at Kentucky Lake
the
of
criticism
on
solely
built
liquid velvet latex" used by the boy's mother to paint
on October 4.
President. O'Brien is prodding "Who rises from prayer a
THEATRE
the nursery.
Approximately two hundred adults attended the meeting of the
the party to adopt clear better man, his prayer is
Although doctors at Newington Children's Hospital
Sun.
&
Open 7:00 nitely Plus 1:00 Sat
Murray High PTA held October 3 with- Mrs. E. S. Ferguson,
alternatives to White House answered."
say Greg's mu-id appears alert, the youth shows
ADULTS $1.00, CHILDREN $.50
president, presiding.
almost no muscular development and is almost totalprograms and is convinced that
******* TONTrE at 7:30 only
TONITE at 7: 25 & 9:34
The marriage of Miss Geneva Sue Allison and Johnnie McCage
strategy
ly paralyzed.
a successful campaign
•
ALL
Adults
Miss.
medical
at
said
Corinth,
in
hospital
today
evidence
the
Physicians
was solemnized
cannot be built solely on
points to prenatal mercury poisoning. They said' the
Officers of the Senior Girl Scout Troop are Mary Ellen Jackson,
SHOWS
Criticism of the President.
was
the
the
apparently
wet latex paint
vapor from
Leah Dell Hopkins, Shirley Cathey, Annette Ward, Donna Tuck,
arguing for adoption
is
O'Brien
else kanle T • Ma, n•
source of the mercury added to kill fungus and
Clara Wilson, and Saundra Lancaster.
of a clearly identifiable Demoprolong shelf life of the product.
cratic program for the nation
The Greatest Motion r
moot'
Mill illiMillillliiIIII1111111111111111111MIIII11111111111111191111118111111611111111111111111111111101111 I
before the campaign starts nest
Picture of all times.
September.
STATE GO9El1'O4ENT
By RAY McHUGH
Copley News Service
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Tough Decision

yotivr Got i It pc

Some Democrats Concerned
Over The 'Suicidal Complex'

Ten Years Ago Today

,„,.,,.......„,„„„„„„„,„„„„,„„„„„,„„,„„„,„,„„,„„„„„.„„„„,„,„„„„,„„„„m„,„„„„„
!Mercury poison suit filed

svs ...
DUSTIN
HOFFMAN
WEEK

20 Years Ago Today

at the

'I GREAT EPIC!
4N
'

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Let every man be swift to hear, slow to speak, slow to wrath.—
James 1:19.
Much study, meditation, and prayer make for balance and selfcontrol.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The way to a man's heart may indeed be through
his stomach, but he'd better not declare his love with
a burp.
"A full belly neither fights nor flirts well."
—Paraphrasing George Herbert

NEWS SUMMARY

By' Jim Warren

WEEK OF 4C119tTY
bwiEF

Hospital Report

October 1, 1971
TOBACCO—Gov.Louie B. Nunn suggested state recruiting and ADULTS 103
training of unemployed volunteers to fill farm labor shortages in
the Kentucky tobacco industry. He made the comment in a NURSERY 11
prepared statement before the Burley and Dark Leaf Exporters
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Assn. meeting in Louisville. Governor Nunn also proposed tax
Baby girl Shultz (Mrs. Sharon
credit incentives for farmers to encourage use of the volunteers
Shultz), 307 North 5th Street,
Murray.
DISMISSAIS
HEALTH—Common measles (rubeola) is increasing faster in
Mrs. Daisy Dean Billington,
Kentucky than in any other state according to an official of the U.
S. Center for Disease Control. Dr. Shelby A. Wyll, chief of vaccine 1106 South 16th, Murray, Mrs.
evaluations for the center, said Kentucky had five times more Carolyn Fay McClure. 318 North
cases of measles in 1970 than in 1969. He blamed the increase on 7th, Murray, Mrs. Freda Nell
Lack of long-term federal backing for immunization programs. Davis, Route 2, Hazel, Mrs. * Shown nitely at 7:30 plus
Mary Josephine Edmondson, *2 I I
CHILDREN—The Department of Child Welfare reported im- Route 5, Murray, Mrs. Margaret
ant;1211C1,1YO.0.1A
proved delivery of social services of young Kentuckians last year. Jane Sills, Route 6, Murray, Coy
South
215
Sr.,
Garrett,
Some 1816 children were placed in adoptive homes during 1970, Edwin
..
SI f
16th, Murray, Mrs. Dorothy Mine
499 more than in 1969 and 534 more than in 1968.
Orten, Route 2, Box 247, Murray,
AND LEARN HOW TO
REVENUE—General Fund revenue receipts for the first two Mrs. Marsha Ann Dale & Baby
LIVE
AND LOVE!
Rita
Mrs.
Hazel,
2,
months of the fiscal year are up 28.5 per cent over last year ac- Girl, Route
cording to the Department of Revenue. J. E. Luckett, Revenue Elizabeth Carson and Baby Boy,
PEOPI I WHO KNOW HOW TO
ENJOY SEX ARE PEOPLE WHO
Commissioner, said General Fund tax receipts are up 26.9 per 1403 Henry, Murray, Mrs. Gussie
Murray.
3,
KNOW HOW TO LIVE!
Route
Houston,
Rena
cent.
A
Mrs. Pearl Elkins, Route 2,
Pius Second Feature
Boesel,
Myrtle
Betty
Mrs.
Hazel,
an
unusualy new state
PARKS—Kentucky soon may have
park-17 miles long and 30 feet wide. The state is considering Route 5, Box 672, Murray, Mrs_
purchase of right-of-way of the Frankfort & Cincinnati Railroad Pat Rose Paschall, 721 Poplar,
Murray.
between Frankfort an Georgetown. If purchased the land would
be used for scenic hiking.
MARK TWAIN
•
I Samuel
Twain
JAILS---A 20-month study by the Department of Corrections -Mark
rated 64 per cent of Kentucky's county jails as either poor.or very (.lemens) served on the side of * Nltely at 7:45 plus 2:15 Sat. *
poor. Only six per cent of the jails are at least 50 years old and 19 the Confederacy during the • & San.
• *** * * * * **** * *
Civil War
per cent are more than 100 years old.

THE

Dustin Hoffman
Who is
Harry Kellerman

DUSTIN
HOFFMAN
and why is he saying those
LITTLE BIG !NAN" ,
terrible things about me?"
Pana,Ason• leirhncoloi• ppl Ea.
..40.111,11

veiling Feature Fri.-Sat (nil
15 & 9.55
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3 Great Stars In 2 Good 'Uns!!
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HENRY
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•
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Tonite "Finders Keepers, Lovers Weepers'

Hr. SHE

NO ACCIDENTAL WAR—U.S. Secretary of State William P. Rogers (right), and Sovict Foreign Minister
Andrei Gromyko shake hands in Washington after signing two agreements aimed at preventing an outbreak of
accidental war between the two nations---effective immediately Ni foither action is needed.
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Article Written
By Mrs. Clark Is
In Nursing Issue

se entertainment
snaps
the
Live who served
World War II in
the Aleutians,
ough Creighton
)matia on the GI
.s and worked
in an Omaha
,mpany before
riesthood.
s he ban guitars
,ging, he also
ponsor church
o games, bake
s and rummage
the function of a
ee it."
this unorthodox,
priest bid to
al chaplain of an
sat is viewed by
nericans as a
sights?"
•st place, that
egion is wrong,"
se veterans are
han most people
better country
g their time and
their mouth is.
of the platform
— all across the
0e a missionary.
er today to be a
in
our
concrete and
garage jungles
Unitive country
r in my business
vantage he can

NE-DRINKERS

?I)—Britons are
wine than ever
an Peter Noble
and
Spirit
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/
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be counted as
it figure for a
ser in the Eu-'
Market, whose
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ritain's "lowly
sigh duties on
he said curbed
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Travelogue Given
To Magazine Club
At Wells Home
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Mrs. Wayne Harrington And Dr. Harry
Richardson To Speak At Methodist Meet

Wednesday, October 6
The Faxon Mothers Club will
An article written by Mrs. meet at the school at 1:45 p.m. The Magazine
Mrs. Wayne Harrington and joint meeting with the Wesleyan
Club met in the
Linda Fay Clark, instructor in
Dr. Harry Richardson will be the Service Guild. Guild members
home of Mrs. 0. C. Wells Thurnursing at Paducah Community
featured speakers at the annual will also meet Saturday morning
The Cherry Corner Baptist sday afternoon with Mrs. L. J.
College,has been published in the Church WMS will meet at the Hortin, president, conductin
meeting of the Memphis Con- at 9130, with Miss Ina Randitt of
g the
September issue of "Nursing church at seven p.m.
ference, Women's Society of Douglas, Ga., as the main
business after opening the
Outlook", the official magazine
Christian Service, to be held at speaker. The Guild luncheon at
meeting with a group reading of
of the National League
First United Methodist Church in noon will conclude the meeting.
The Flint Baptist Church WMS the club collect and Mrs. Hortin's
for
Mayfield Friday, Oct. 8.
Theme of the conference will be
Nursing.
will meet at.the church at seven reading the poem
"Taking
The article, entitled "Mater- p.m.
Mrs. Harrington is president of "To whom much is given, of hei
Time".
nity Nursing --Challenge or
the Women's Division of the is much required."
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette read the
"Alpha vile". - French film with
Bore?" is the result of a study on
United Methodist Church and
minutes; Mrs. E. C. Jones the
the lack of nurses in the field of English sub-titles will be shown treasurer's report;
makes her home in Omaha,
and
Mrs.
at the University School
Nebraska. Dr. Harrington is
Hoyt Robert's letter concerning
Auditorium at 7 p.m. One dollar
President Emeritus of the Inthe arthritis drive was read.
admission.
terdenominational Theological
Notes were sent to Mrs. B. B.
,Center in Atlanta.
A garnish for fried ham
The Ladies day luncheon will Keys and Mrs. L. E. Owen,
Others on the program will be
sandwiches,- attractive as It
be serve at 12:15 p.m. at the Oaks members who were unable to
is refreshing, is sunny
Mrs. Dennis Page, Conference
Country Club with Dorothy Fike attend because of illness.
canned cling peach halves.
President
,
Mrs.
Ellis
Finger,
Jr.,
Miss
Maude
Nance and Mrs.
and Marilyn Lee as chairmen of
Fry the ham, then arrange
wife of the resident Bishop of the
John Livesay accepted the inthe hostesses.
drained peaches cupsides
Nashville Area, and Mrs. Perry
vitation to membership in the
up in the same skillet;
Butler of the Reelfoot Rural
club. Mrs. Clifford Morris,
Thursday, October 7
sprinkle a pinch, of dry musMinistry.
The Town and Country Dawson Springs, was a guest.
tard over each and heat
Election of officers will be held,
through.
Homemakers Club will meet at Miss Roberta Whitnah inwith Mrs. Wayne Lamb of Paris,
the home of Mrs. Billie Price, troduced Mrs. George Hart and
Term., as the only nominee for
1100 Doran Road, at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. W. Z. Carter as "World
RALPH CA7'HEY was presented with a bicycle by members of the Omicron Alpha Chapter
Poultry protein
Travelers" and ask them to
of the president. Mrs. Lamb will
Tau Phi Lambda sorority at the meeting held at the home of Mrs. Jean Richerson. Pictured,
Poultry is an excellent
become
the
first
Memphis
relate
left
some
to
of
their experiences.
The Gamma Omicron Chapter
source of high quality proright, are Linda Cathey, Jean Richerson, Helen Spann, Melody Swift, Cathey, Melody
Jourdan, Conference President from the
of Beta Sigma Phi will meet at They showed slides and talked
tein with the amino acids
Jeanie Lamb, Carolyn Parks, Diana Myers, Cynthia Hart, Loretta Jobs. Betty Hutson, and
about Australia where they atMartha Paris District, and all Women's
7:30 p.m.
essential to growth and
Andrus.
Society members throughout the
tended the World Convention of
health. Poultry contain/1
and tier co-hostess, Loretta JODS,
district are urged to attend the
The Garden Department of the Churches of Christ in Adelaide,
fewer calories than an averserved refreshments.
Melody Swift, Martha Andrus,
Mayfield
meeting
in her support.
age serving of meat. PoulMurray Woman's Club will meet and Indonesia and Bangkok in
Attending the meeting were Helen Spann, Diana Myers and
A session of the conference will
try provides many other
at 1:30 p.m. Hostesses will .be their religious
seminar that
Mesdames Richerson, Loretta Miss Pyllis Sykes.
be held Friday night at 7:45 as a
essential nutrients includMrs. Linda Fay Clark
Mesdames R.L. Bowden, Gene included other countries in the
Jobs, Melody Jordan, Jo Hale, The next meeting will be held
ing iron, thiamine, riboflajoint meeting in her support,
Brandon, James Byrn, L.E. Far East.
Cynthia Hart, Jeanie Lamb, at the home of Mrs. Treva
vin and niacin.
A session of the conference will
maternity nursing. Mrs. Clark McSwain, and Melvin Cayce.
Betty Huston, Carolyn Parks, Grogan on October 26 at 7:00 p.m.
be held Friday night at 7.45 as a
conducted her study while
Mrs. Jean Richardson was
working on her master's degree
Friday, October 8
hostess for the Omicron Alpha
at the University of Florida.
The
North
Murray
chapter of the Tau Phi Lambda
A native of Murray, she is the Homemakers Club will meet
Down town Murray
at
wife of Raymond Clark, and they the home of Mrs. John Workman
More than just car shelter, a sorority at its regular meeting in
,
her home on Tuesday, September
have four sons. Her parents are 1508 Parklane Drive, at
1:30 p.m. carport should be designed also
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Wilkerson of
to provide stctrage and activity 28, at Aeven o'clock in the
areas and enhance the looks of evening.
Murray Route Four.
Saturday, October 9
house and yard.
At that time, the sorority
She received her 13SN from
Turkey and Merchandise Shoot
The new structure should re- presented a new bicycle to Ralph
Murray State University and her will
be held at the Faxon School late to the house in style and
Cathey as one of their service
Master's in Nursing from the from nine a.m.
to five gin. color, 'although the materials projects
for the year. Members
University of Florida. She is a Lunch will
be served in the may differ. For instance a well- earned
the money for the bicycle
member of Alpha Lambda Delta lunchroo
-planned carport, of western
m.
and
Alpha Chi, national
wood will complement a brit*. by selling fire extinguishers and
Stanley Home products and
scholastic honor fraternities;
house.
A Turkey Shoot will be held at
purchased the bike from
Sigma Theta Tau, national honor
If
garage
the
Was
been
conthe Lynn Grove School, sponBilbrey's Car and Home Supply.
society of nursing; and the
sored by the Lynn Grove PTA, verted into new living space, or
The president, Carolyn Parks,
if the carport is to shelter a secAmerican Nurses Association.
starting at ten a.m.
ond car, it can be placed ir front conducted the opening ceremony
of the garage. This utilizes the after the presentation. The roll
existing driveway.
was called and minutes were
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
Pb..,. 733 tell or IS1-41141
The carport can be placed di- read by Helen Spann, secretary.
rectly in front of the house, but Melody Swift
reported on the
careful styling, landscaping and
construction are vital to overall progress of the project for
Retarded Children's School. It
appearance.
If the carport is to be part of was decided that the sorority
a sundeck, patio, pool or other would order play equfhitnent from
activity area, keep in mind the the catalog furnished by the
(1,,t
, reiir
ts
r
direction of the sun's rays,
school.
World pant,
REG 1 W
Handy Cheese Spread vailing winds and view anglespreor
Motion was made and pained
privacy.
Keep an airtight container of
•
that members and their husbands
o; A carport provides a wealth have a wiener
shredded Cheddar cheese in the
roast
at
the
Kenof storage possibilities, built-in
refrigerator' to help you work
along one or several walls, above Lake Pavilion on October 9 at
magic in the kitchen. When it's
the rafters, or as covered parking 6:30 p.m.
right at hand you'll reach for it
Melody Jordan reported that
for bicycles and outdoor equipdaily to sprinkle over hot cookthe barrels for trash cans had
ment.
PETITE,
ed vegetables, casseroles, meat
been obtained. The sorority
The Calloway County 4-H Term loaves or hamburgers. When unJUNIOR, MISSES
decided to paint these on
Club met Thursday evening and expected guests arrive bring
AND WOMEN'S
Saturday afternoon at the City
elected new officers,) for the one cup of the shredded ChedFoods like chocolate pudPark and place them in the Park
ding, ice cream, and cheese
coming year. Jimmy Burkeen dar and half a stick of butter to
for litter.
give you some of the milk
was elected president and Steve loom temperature. Blend in a
After the meeting adjourned,
you need every day—adults
McCuiston was elected vice- mixing bowl, add a drop of
and children. Have you
members filled ditty bags which
president. They are both fresh- Worcestershire sauce and you
have an instant spread that's
served any in your home
will go to the servicemen in
men at Calloway County High
great on crackers. For an even
today?
Southeast Asia. Mrs. Richerson
School and are from the New fancier appetizer,
spread the
Concord community.
cheese-butter mixture on rounds
Vicki Pat Lamb of Hazel was of party rye, broil 'till the cheese
elected secretary and Dianne melts and top with a slice of
Harrison of Kirksey was elected pimiento stuffed olive.
treasurer.
Renee Sledd and Carolyn Scott
REG 799 & 899
were elected song leaders and
For
variety,
superior
Karen Alexander was elected
pen can be installed to keep
REG. 6.99, 7.99 & 8.99
If you've never traveled
baby safe and in one place
club reporter. Janet Usrey and flavor and texture, try this
Striped tops and solid bottoms
with
Fall and holiday fabrics
walnut
sauce
a
baby,
for green
the idea will
Cigarette lighters can be
Penny Higgins were elected as
in various styles
7
adapted to heat bottles.
vegetables, especially aseither enthrall or appall
in the newest colors . . .
keyhole neck, mock
club re recreational leaders.
you. Fact is, babies . . up
paragus
Blend one-fourth
turtle neck, zipper
acetate, orlon, and
Twenty members, one leader, pound Swiss
or Cheddar
to the age of one year . . .
Remember, too, that bafronts, and turtle
Mrs. Arlie Scott, and 4-H agent, cheese, grated,
acrylic.
bies are proximally orienare good travelers, tend to
with oneneck . . sizes 8
Fred Gillum, were present at the fourth cup heavy cream,
doze a lot, and don't re- ted ... which means that
through
16
meeting.
they tend to look at thin..;
quire much in the way of
one teaspoon grated onion,
The Teen Club attended the one-fourth teaspoon each
immediately at hand
"inflight" entertainment.
Mid-South Fair Saturday, Sep- dry muttard and Worcesand not admire the scenery
Babies hutween one and
tember 25. The club left Murray tershire sauce, in top of
Be sure to bring along
two years, however, are
Saturday morning and arrived at double boiler. Place over
some fascinating hand toys .
harder to confine to a
small area. That's when it's a
things baby can hold or
Memphis Fairgrounds about 8:30 hot water until melted and
transfer fro n one hand to
necessity for mothers to be
a.m. The group toured the many creamy. stirring occasionalse other, to keep him
inventive, to keep him, and
educational exhibits and enjoyed ly to blend Salt to taste
amused when he's not napadd
one-third
all the other passengers,
cup
the midway attractions. Mem- and
reg 'q0
ping. . You
might even
from climbing the walls.
bers also attended the Tommy chopped walnuts, plain or
toasted Makes enough
clamp a mobile to his bed
Traveling by car has
Steiner World Championship
or playpen, for contemplasome built-in advantages for
sauce for four servings of
4
Rodeo and heard Ray•Clark of
reg 699
Acrylic V-neck, scrambled
hot cooked fresh, frozen or
tion in his idle moments.
a family. A car bed or playstitch cardigans in white,
TV's Hee-Haw.
& 799
canned asparagus
red, novy, and other
According to Nanty Carassorted colors . .
lyle, author of "Baby Care
sizes 34 to 40.
Tips for Busy Mothers," a
reg 899
harness is far handier and
& 999
safer) than a car seat, for
youngsters who are old
enough to sit up. Her pockREG 39
Pants in the most wonted
et book contains excellent
styles in polyesters cordur,
ocryiKs and doubleL
tips on travel with baby
sizes 5-13 and 8 I and some handy hints for
everyday life at home, too
Short oou king sleese
knit tops in the latest
Traveling by plane has
styles . . ponderosa,
the advantage of swiftness,
mock turtle, placket butbut poses two special probton front . . polyester,
lems for infants. Changing a
nylon and acrylic
diaper on an airliner often
requires the dexterity of a
Houdin'.

Ham garnish

Carport Adds
Bonus Areas

Sorority Pree-ntsBicycle To Local
Boy At Meeting

I/
tigie
\‘

GIGANTIC
ANNIVERSARY

ottaor4/g,

PANTY HOSE
PRICE 50c

Four-H Teen Club

Elects Officers;
Goes To Memphis

SALE ENDS

OCT. 16

age

NYLON
PANTS SETS

Include milk

DRESSES

Vegetable sauce

Traveling with baby?
Here's how to keep him
from climbing the walls

88

oo

PANTS

$500
$600
$800
-,

CARDIGANS

366

KNIT TOPS

GIRLS
NYLON DRESSES

High C foods
CALLOWAY COUNTY 4-H Teen Club officers have been
elected for the club year They are:
Seated, left to right, Vicki Pat Lamb, secretary, Jimmy
Burkeen, president, Dianne Harrison,
treasurer,Steve McCuiston, vice-president; standing. Renee
Sledd, song leader. Penny Higgins
and
Janet Ultrey, recreational leaders, Carolya Seo(t, song leader
and area representative to Teen
&6411.

Every day we should eat
a citrus fruit, juice. or other fruit or vegetable containing vitamin C What
are high vitamin C foods'
Oranges. grapefruit. tomatoes, pineapple, and vitamin C fortified instant
hreakfast drinks

266 & 366
reg. 2.99
tsar. 4 to 00.

reg 3.99
-.(s,re 7 to 141

Three-quarter and short sfeeye
striped dresses in the newest
styles

A
4
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NL Playoffs

AL Playoffs

Pirates Go After Clincher
In National League Series

Orioles Complete Three Game
Sweep Over Oakland Yesterday

Paris Takes Over First
Place In Class A Poll

the Giant or the
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
the Orioles' 5-3 victory over against either
pick up the victory, allowing
Pirates."
two-run homer McCovey hit off five hits and striking out seven
UPI Sports Editor
Oakland Tuesday that comAmended
him Saturday.
OAKLAND (UPI) —Concern pleted a three-game sweep of Neutrality Stance
eight innings.
in
remembering that
Suddenly
If the Giants were to win Between Robertson's homer
of
playoffs
wrist
no.10
painful
the
week's
League
over
the American
Paris beat last
BY HERB SPARROW
the size of the World Series
today, Manager Charlie Fox in the second and Hebner's in
(Mil-This was team, Mt. Sterling, 14-6 Friday slugger Boog Powell was the for the third straight year.
LEXINGTON
Johnson,
shares depends on the size of
said reliever Jerry
for
A's
horizon
the
on
the
cloud
which
only
allowed
over
Harrodsburg,
romp
Marichal
while
The
eighth,
the
suppose to be a rebuilding year at night,
the crowds, Weaver amended
whose 67 appearances during only one hit. But Johnson was
League
other
American
no
all
Baltimore's
certainly produced
Paris, with coach Homer Goins has led the Class A ratings
stance.
the season did not include a as effective, blanking the
while
Orioles today
problems for Weaver, and the his neutrality
having only two returning year, was being tied by champion
"Because you might say I've
single start, would pitch the Giants except for an unearned
the
of
start
the
for
indicatwaited
they
manager
14-14.
little
County
doughty
Washington
starters of last year's team. But
decisive game Thursday. Pit- run in the sixth when Ken
in Baltimore ed he doesn't worry much got mercenary inotives," he
the small Greyhounds have won Fort Thomas Highlands con-- World Series
like to
tsburgh, obviously, did not want Henderson singled and came all
about whether the Giants or the added with a grir "INI
their first six games this year and tinues to roll along in the No. IL Saturday.
with the biggest
team
the
see
such a confrontation.
rest
days
three
the
the
win
"Maybe
Hebner
eventually
as
Pirate
home
way
the
'
have taken over first Place in the spot in Class AA, while year-long,
Johnson Outduels Marichal fielded Tito Fuentes' sacrifice
playoff ballpark win that
weekly United Press In- class AAA leader Thomas will help Boog," said Orioles National League flag.
playoff."
Bob Johnson, a last-minute bunt and
who
Weaver,
Earl
-game
20
Manager
four
into ternational ratings.
it
got
threw
"I've
stiff'
a
receiving
Jefferson is
pitching replacement Tuesday rightfield.
While the Orioles weren't
"almost
Powell
out,
that
disclosed
pointed
Weaver
winners,"
challenge from Louisville Flaget.
any claims about being
when Nelson Briles reinjured a Robertson has been the
making
point
during
one
way
at
out"
passed
either
go
"and I can
Harrodsburg slipped to the No.pulled hamstring muscle warm- batting star of the playoffs so
a "super team," the A's came
its
kept
Pineville
while
rating,
2
ing up, outdueled Marichal to far, but he can't figure out
darn close to calling Baltimore
No. 3 rating and undefeated
after going the way of the
that
slugger
with
what is wrong
record by beating Harlan 28-12
Minnesota Twins, who also lost
Willie Stargell, the major
Thursday night.
straight games
playoffs in three
league home run champion,
. „
.
Richmond Madison cracked
10.
and '
to
the
playoffs.
'69
in
Orioles
the
in
who is 0-for-12
the Class A top five for the first
club and
better
the
"They're
"I just hope that we can get
spot
5
No.
the
into
time, moving
they beat hell out of us," said
Willie swinging the way he
ahead of Rowan County.
DETROIT (UPI) —When executive sports editor of the A's slugger Sal Bando, whose
knows how to swing and get his
Highlands and Madisonville, Alex Karras was dropped by newspaper, had informed him borne run joined with Reggie
stroke back so he can pick up NEW YORK I UPI)—North the top two Class AA teams last
the Detroit Lions, he made it that Karras planned to use one Jackson's two homers for the
some of the slack."
Dakota State's lead as the No 1 season, are again one-two
clear the team hadn't heard the of the paper's passes.
A's only runs in the final game,
By GREG GALLO
small college team in the respectively in, this week's
"As far as I'm concerned,
from him.
last
Writer
"Baltimore is the best team
Sports
UPI
. United Press International ratings.
for
longer
playing
no
is
Karris
Now the tables have been
assembled in baseball."
NEW YORK (UPI)—First
,Board of Coaches ratings poll is
the Lions," he said. "He is
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Flaget
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Lyall Smith. Lions public Chicago television stAtion prior a two-run single to center field
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moved to within four points of the relations director, brought out to the telecasts of ABC's
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By IRA MILLER
UPI Sports Writer
PTITSBURGH (UPI i — The
Pittsburgh Pirates tapped confident Steve Blass to try to
clinch the National League
pennant for them today, and at
least one of Blass' teammates
felt the San Francisco Giants
already were dead.
"Their whole pitching staff.
the whole Giant pitching staff,
looks tired to me," said Bob
Robertson, who can speak with
a little authority on the subject.
his
slammed
Robertson
fourth home run in two games
Tuesday as the Pirates beat
Juan Marichal, the Giants' ace,
2,1, to take a two games to one
lead in this best-of-five series.
Although it took a homer by
Robertson'sroommate,Richie
Hebner, to win the game in the
eighth inning, Robertson indicated he thought the series was
pretty much over.
San Francisco Starter
Gaylord Perry, the San
Francisco • starter* today, "isn't
good,"
ball
the
throwing
Robertson said.
Perry beat Blass and the
Pirates. 5-4, in the playoff
opener last Saturday, but Blass
said he would be satisfied to
pitch the same kind of game
today.
"The only thing I was
disappointed in was the pitch I
threw to (Willie) McCovey,"
Blass said, a reference to the
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* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Thursday *

12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
.2:30 Dating
—2:00 Gen. Hosp. ,
2:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am
3:30 Matinee
5:00 Cluth Car
5:30 News
COO Cactus Pete
6:25 Weather
6:30 Safaris
7:00 Alias S
8:00 Longstreet
9:00 Marshall
10:00 Weather
10 30 Cavett
12:00 News

11 30 W'WW
1200 Noon
1:00 Our Lives
1 30 Doctors
2 00 An World
2 30 Promise
3 00 Somerset
3 30 Virginian
5 00 Mayberry
5 25 Wea.•Spts.
5 30 News
6 00 News
4 30 Primus
7 00 F Wilson
8 00 Nichols
9 00 D. Martin
1 0 00 NevvS
10 10 Tonight

-

0

30 Love Life
10.00 Fan, Affair 11:55 News
11 00 Bewitched
00 Where Heart
11 30 Flipper
10,30 Love of Life 12:00 News
25 News
11:00 Heart Is
12:15 Pastor
12 00 My Children
II 30 Search
12 30 Make Deal" 30 Search
- 12:30 Romp
Pic
Farm
00
1 2 00 Singing Con. 12•55 Calendar i 00 Newlyweds
. OS News
1:00 Lives
1 30 Dating
17 00
Weather
20
12
Hosp
1•30 Doctors
If 25 News
2.00 Gen
13.30 World Turns
12 30 World Turns 1 00 World
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Many
1:00 Love
30
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1:00 Love Is
3:00
Promise
7
1:30 Guiding Light
1:30 Guiding Light 3:00 Somerset
3 10 Love Am
Storm
2:00
Sec.
2,00 Secret Storm 3 30 Popeye
COO Jeannie
Acres 7 30 Edge-Night
4 10 Green
2,30 Secret Storm 4 00 Gilligan
3 00 Lassie
2:10 Edge of Night 4 30 Dan Boone 5 DO News
4:00 Virginian
Pyle 5 30 News
S 10 News
3 - 00 Gorner
5:30 News
4 DO News
6 00 Andy Grit
3 30 Gilligan
Scoreboard
545
6: 30 Accent
4 00 Movie
6 30 Golddiggers
5:50 Weather
7 00 Wilson
5 25 News
7:150 Alias 55J
4.00 News
8 00 Jim Garner 8 00 Longstreet
6:00 News
• 4'30 PriMUS
9 00 Martin
9 . 00 1Marshall
6:30 Tell Truth
News
00
71°.° R•artlif%
10
Thief
10 00 Takes
1. 00 Bearcats
1100 Movie
ii 00 News
10 30 Tonight
8:00 Movie
)0 00 NewS
II' • 30 CA.vett
10:00 News
10 30 Griffin
10:30 MaSon
17 00 News
11:10 Movie
._
—
—

3 - 30 McHale
4'00 BOZO
5.00 Call-West
5•30 Munsters
5 57 News
6 00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 79
9,40 News
0:53 Harvey
10:00 Crest Feat
10 30 Movie
12 00 Sports

.
—

FIGHT SCHEDULED
NEW YORK (UPI)—George
Foreman will face Lewis Pires
IA San Palo, Brazil in a 10.
rounder on Oct. 29th. Foreman
sill take a 30-0 pro record into
the mat
PLAYER LIMIT REACHED
PORTLAND, Ore. (UPI)—
The Portland Trail Blazers
reached the 12-player National
Basketball Association limit
Tuesday by returning forward
John Baum to the Chicago
Bulls. He had been obtained on
a conditional basis.

Due to recent interpretations of the Federal
Wage and Hour Law by the officials of the Department
of Labor, we regret that we will be unable to permit
stripping of tobacco by producers on the Loose Leaf
Floors in Murray, Kentucky, beginning with the 1971-72
marketing season.
Doran Loose Leaf Floor
Farris Loose Leaf Floor
Growers Loose Leaf Floor
Planters Loose Leaf Floor
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By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH I UPI)-Every
now and then Richie Hebner
pulls a Walter Mitty on
everyone.
He makes believe he's Bobby
Orr or maybe Bobby Hull, he's
stick-handling his way through
everyone else on the ice with
the puck on the end of his stick,
he's got the goalie where he
wants him but he's so calm and
cool he refuses to commit
himself too quickly, he finally
sees that tiny opening he's
waiting for, shoots and it's a .
goal!
The fact that Richie Hebner
does all this on the thick
carpeting in the Pittsburgh
clubhouse, using a bat for a
hockey stick and a baseball
instead of a puck, doesn't even
cause the rest of the Pirates to
bat so much as an eye.
They know Richie Hebner.
They know he could have
signed with the Boston Bruins
had he wanted, that he works
out with the Pittsburgh Penguins during the winter, that he
thinks a whole lot more of
Bobby Orr than he ever did of
Babe Ruth and that he's just
plain bananas about hockey.
After the Game Talk
"It's a helluva thing to say,
said Richie Hebner Tuesday
after first throwing the ball
away and permitting the Giants
to tie the score in the sixth
inning and then taking the
game away from them with his
winning homer in the eighth. "I
would've liked to have given
hockey a try. I would've liked
seeing if I could've made it."
There's no way the lefthanded hitting, 23-year-old Hebner will ever find out now
because baseball has become
his living, he certainly isn't
about to give it up. And the
Pirates aren't about to give
him up, as those ball clubs
hunting for a third baseman,
like the New York Yankees and
Milwaukee Brewers, will find
out this winter.
Hebner delivered the Pirates
to the threshold of their first
National League pennant in 11
years with his home run over
the rightfield fence at two-yearold Three Rivers Stadium
Tuesday and the first thing
they asked him was the
standard what kind of pitch he
hit off Juan Marichal.
"Screwball,- Hebner sail,
taking a pull of some soft drink
he had in a can. "He wanted to
get it outside. He'd been getting
it outside and making me look
like a damn fool before."
They asked Hebner how he
felt after making that bad
throw in the sixth inning, the
one that gave the Giants their
first run and he said the booing
of the fans which followed made
him start thinking he could be the
goat because he was fingerfumbling away the ball game.
Soon the affable Pirates'
third baseman was talking
about the nine days he spent in
Christ Hospital in Cincinnati in
August, how they thought it
might be heart trouble at first
but it wasn't, and how little he,
had contributed to Pittsburgh's
attack since the All-Star Game.
"You gonna go back to
Boston to dig more graves giis
winter?" Baseball's most
famous and quite possixly only
gravedigger was asked.
Helps His Father
"Sure," he said. "When I go
home, I will. My father is
superintendent of a cemetery in
West Roxbury, about seven
miles from Boston, and I help
him."
"How much do you get?"
somebody wanted to know.
"Thirty-five dollars a grave,"
Hebner said.
"Do you make a lotta
money?"
"The faster I dig, the more
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Pittsburgh's Richie Hebner
Could Have Made It In Hockey

me
'day

money 1 make. It's all pick and that they don't end
up in the
shovel. Some people thought It hole he dug for them Tuesday.
was a gag at first when they The Pirates don't talk much
found out I dig graves, but it's about Riche Hebner and his
no gag. I really do it. How long winter occupation; they talk
does it take me to dig a grave? more about his winter preoccuWith good digging I can do it in pation.
two hours."
"He says he's gonna teach
Right now, if you go ask the me
how to skate," volunteers
lents they'll be the first to tell
Dock Ellis enthusiastically.
ou that's no joke about Hebner
Now that's something a lot of
gging graves. The thing they people
will be anxious to see.
ve to be careful about now is
Joe L. Brown for one.

Dc5tx.o.o.c.c...x.coot2.0.e
By United Press International
(Best of Five)
W. L. Pct.
Pittskurgh
2 1 .667
San Francisco
1 2 .333
Tuesday's Results
.
Pittsburgh 2 San Francisco 1
Wednesday's Game
(1:30 p.m. EDT)
San Francisco at Pittsburgh
American League
(Best of Five)
W. L. Pct.
x-Baltimore
3 0 1.000
Oakland
0 3 .000
X +-Clinched Pennant
Tuesday's Results
Baltimore 5 Oakland 3

TOP TWENTY, TEAMS - OCTOBER 3, 1971
-
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11
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-

PENN STATE
ARKANSAS
GEORGIA
STANFORD
SOUTHERN CALIF.
TENNESSEE
FLORIDA STATE
WASHINGTON
PURDUE
NORTH CAROLINA

-

Orioles 5, A's 3

Watch out for Judi
E• she's a draggin lady
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with most chores that need to pending on the parts catalog
:
( plug wires from a '61 Ford M be done.
Total
Total
4
33 3 7 3
"I get ribbed by some of the other models as well) and di' Soltbnorg .35512
leg IWO 7004-5
..
Ni NI 610-3
the brand. Plug wires, howIf you happen to be driving guys," says Dave, "when they
DP y Boiltimore I, Oisioand 3. LOBBahl rnere 13. Oakland 6 211-0, Jonnson,
ever, are virtually identical no
through Muskegon, Mich., and
F Robinson, B. Robinson. 38-Buford.
H R-B, Jackson 2 Ill
Baricte 111,
a gal pulls up beside you at a come over for a beer and see matter who manufactures
SF-mem:Wicks,
the fancy curtains and fresh- them, so you should be safe
IF H 5185550
traffic light, taps the throttle
•
Palmer
7 3 3 3 I
1-01
cut flowers in vases and stuff
Seoul IL. 0-1
• 3 6 3 3 6 4
and challenges you to a race to
Fingers
like that. But when it comes to with whichever brand they
KnmoWs
32.3
'1 30 10 10 32 n
1_1
the next corner, forget it. You
Locker .
be mealtime, they have to set- have in stock.
Grunt
2
3 0 0 0 2
don't stand a chance.
AP-Palmer, Knowles, 7-2.49. 0*
*
*
tle for a hot dog. I get a steak."
33.176.
It's probably Judi Boertman
Q. We have a 1968 Dodge GTS
At the starting gate, howon her way to the supermarket.
Judi Boertman. Who the heck ever, things are different. It's with the 340 engine. Chrysler
PITTSBURGH
SAN FRANCISCO
every man - or woman - for only made 500 of these models
ob r H C.
ob r N TN
is she? You ask.
Hen&sn if
1 1 1 0 Cash 2O
4000
that
year
and
my
husband
paid
himself.
Hebner
Dave
Fuentes
30 4 I 2 1
2b
0
3
0
0
drives in the
Well, for the uninitiated, Judi
Mays
Clemente
1
cf
40 0
rf 4 0 I 0
$4,500
for
the
car.
We
were
gotough
J
Stock Automatic class
is the first woman in National
MCorty lb 3 0 1 0 Str0e1 It
3000
3 000
3 0 1 0 A011cr cl
Bench rf
Hot Rod Association history to with his 1971 Dodge Charger ing to trade it in on a new car, Oletz c
3 0 0 0 BReotsn lb 3 1 1 1
5094ll0
c
3
000
but
the dealer was only going to
win a national stock eliminator 500. Judi pilots a Dodge Coronet
HortoM
"
0 jHrnittz ss
0 00
3000
Spitler ss
4 0 0 0 13.10•nsn• 2 0 0 0
title and only the second gal wagon in L Stock Automatic. give us $750 in trade. The car is Marlene(
Davolilo
ph 1 0 0 0
0 3 0 (I 0
KIFIGITO ph
1 0 0 0 GI.,sl)p
0000
in great shape and we don't unWhy a wagon?
ever to win a national crown at
Totals
Totals_
5
32
0
I
derstand
why
we
can't
get
any
"Don't most housewives run
any leVel of NHRA competiSon Frenetic*
...... Ng 001
010 gel 510-2
around in a wagon?" Dave more for it. Why do dealers just Pittsboroh
tion.
E - Bonds, Meaner, Fuentes. LOB look at the body and not perforSon Francisco IL Pittsburgh 4. HR - B.
Judi is no stranger to the asks.
Robertson (4), Mebner (1). SIS - Mays.
S-Fuenties.
Judi maintains her racing is mance? .
world of drag racing competiIP M R ER 55 SO
MorIcNal
4 2 2 0 6
0-1)
..
not
for the cause of Women's
A. It sounds to me like the 5. Johnson(1.tion. Her husband, Dave, is a
(W, 1-0)
B 5 1 0 3
Giusti
I 0 0 0 0 0
consistent winner in the stock Liberation or anything that dealer was trying to pull a fast
Saol-Olus11, WP-MarIchol 2.
Time-2:26. A-341,222.
one. According to average
circuit, too. In fact, they met philosophical.
"There just isn't time to prices for your area as comunder a hood, so to speak, at a
worry about
local event.
cause when piled by the National AutomoFRANC= :..
"I can't say it was love at you're racing down the track at bile Dealers Association
PHILADELPHIA (UP!) NADA), your car in good confirst sight," diminutive Judi re- 100 plus miles an hour."
The
Philadelphia Phils Tuesday
dition
would
calls. "I didn't even know what
be
worth
So if you're ever in Muskeabout
a spark plug was. But the whole gon, or at a drag strip, and a lit- $1,200 wholesale, which most announced the move of their
idea of drag racing enrizai(ed tle blonde gal moves in beside dealers figure on at trade-in Walla Walla (Wash.) Class A
me."
you in a Dodge wagon with the time. Your car would be worth franchise to Auburn (N.Y.) of
Yorl-Pennsylvania
Judi admit* that even today 'words "Rod Shop" emblazoned around $1,700 on the sales lot, the New,
says the NADA price index. League. A spokesman said the
she's better at sewing and on the side, watch out.
You must take into account, move was made for "geogracooking than repairing a car or
It's pretty demeaning to be
getting it ready for a run down shut down by a gal, right, however, that buy low, sell high phical" reasons to get the team
is the name of the game in the closer to Philadelphia.
the asphalt.
fellas?
used car business. You must al"I know where the radiator is
*
*
*
so remember that in these days TICKETS ON SALE
and the oil oilstick, but that's
of high insurance premiums
NEW YORK (UPI)-The New
about it. An: .ure don't like to
and ecology, performance cars York Knicks announced that
Q.
I
have
a
1961
Ford
Galaxie
get all the gooey grease under
are not very hot sellers. I would tickets for their first nine
with the 352 v-ti engine* I have
home
my fingernails."
suggest selling the car yourself games through Nov.
been trying to get a set of spark
13 will go
Now that's a feminine reacwith an ad in the paper, then go on sale
plug wires and have been to
Thursday at last year's
tion for you.
to a dealer and negotiate the prices
three different Ford dealers
because of the wageprice
of
new
a
car.
price freeze.
There is an unwritten under- and have gotten three different
standing in the Boertman stock,numbers. What gives ? JANGALAY DIES
household: when they head off L.S.
A. Although it is not widely
for a weekend of racing Dave
BRISBANE, Australia (UPI)
FUEL STOP: The next time
tends to the machines arid Judi known, parts prices do indeed
your car won't turn over, your -Alberto Jangalay of the
tends to the converted school vary from dealership to dealerbattery might not be dead after Philippines died Friday after
bus they use for a combination ship, and "shopping" for the
all. Remove the battery con- being knocked out by South
trailer and mobile home. And best price can at times save
nections, clean them off and re- African Kid Snowball in thd
Judi and Dave get a hand from you some dough. As for stock
tighten them. You might just eighth round of a scheduled 10Dave Jr nicknamed Hot Rod) numbers, they will vary deround bantamweight fight.
save yourself a tow.

BY DON CARR

NEBRASKA
1
ALABAMA
2
3 - TEXAS
AUBURN
4
5
OKLAHOMA
6
COLORADO
'7
MICHIGAN
8
NOIRE DAME
9
L. S. U.
10 DUKE

MOTORWAYS

Standings

THE CARR RATINGS
102.0
101,8
101.3
101.0
100.8
100.6
99.6
98.6
98.4
97.8

By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service

Pirates 2, Giants 1

a

MAJOR COLLEGE GAMES - WEEK ENDING OCTOBER 10, 1971:
FAVORITE
MARGIN
OPPONENT
FAVORITE
MARGIN
OPPONENT
AIR FORCE
14
S. M. C.
RICHMOND
EAST CAROLINA
1
ALABAMA
17
VANDERBILT
REIMERS
LEH IGH
7
ARIZONA
WYOMING
1
SAN DIEGO STATE
17
PACIFIC
ARKANSAS
BAYLOR
21
SOUTH CAROLINA
28
VIRGIN IA
ARIZONA STATE
COLORADO STATE
17
SOUTHERN CALIF.
17
OREGON
AUBURN
31
SOUTHERN MISS.
TEMPLE
7
CONN E CT1 GUT
BOSTON COLLEGE
VILLANOVA
3
SYRACUSE
10
10511Y143110, •
BUCIT}IFI.L
DAVIDSON
TAMPA
DAYTON
21
CALIFORNIA
10
OREGON STATE
TENNESSEE
GEORGIA TECH
21
CINCINNATI
28
XAVIER -OH IC)
TEXAS
OKLAHOMA
3
CITADEL
I
V. M. I.
I. C. C.
OKLAHOMA STATE
3
COLORADO
10
IOWA STATE
TEXAS TECH
10
TEXAS A & M
CORNELL NEW YORK
21' PRINCETON
TOLEDO
BOWLING GREEN
3
DARTMOUTH
24
PENNSYLVANIA
TULSA
10
VIRGIN IA TECH
DUKE
CLEMSON
28
UTAH STATE
10
BRIGHAM YOUNG
EL PASO
UTAH
3
WASHINGTON
1
STANFORD
FLORIDA STATE
24
MISSISSIPPI STATE
WASHINGTON STATE
U. C. L. A.
7
HARVARD
COLUMBIA
3
WEST TEXAS
ARLINGTON
24
HOLY CROSS
COLGATE
1
WEST VIRGINIA
WILLIAM Fi MARY
1
IDAHO
10
IDAHO STATE
WESTERN Rio!ICAO
14
KENT STATE
KANSAS
KANSAS STATE
3
WISCONSIN
17 'INDIANA
KENTUCKY
3
OH 10 UN IVERS ITY
YALE
14
BROWN
LONG BEACH,* STATE
10
SAN JOSE STATE
WAKE FOREST
7
NORTH CAROLINA ST.
L. S. U.
rtoRIDA
28
PRO FOOTBALL
10-10-71:
HEMPH IS STATE
LOUISVILLE
1
ATLANTA
10
ST. LOUIS
MICHIGAN
7
MICHIGAN STATE
BALT tMORE
14
BUFFALO
MISSISSIPPI
1
GEORGIA
CHICAGO
10
NEW ORLEANS
NEBRASKA
17
MISSOURI
CINCINNATI
MIAMI
7
NEW MEXICO
14
NEW MEXICO STATE
CLEVELAND
17
PITTSBURGH
NORTH CAROLINA
17
TULANE
DETROIT
GREEN BAY
17
NORTH TEXAS
3
AKRON
KANSAS cirt
14
SAN DIEGO
NORTHERN ILLINOIS 21
MARSHALL
MINNESOTA
14
PH IL AD EL PH IA
NORTHWESTERN
14
IOWA
NEW YORK JETS
10
NEW ENGLAND
NOTRE DAME
14
MIAMI.FLORIDA
OAKLAND
DENVER
21
OHIO STATE
17
ILLINOIS
SAN FRANCISCO
10
LOS ANGELES
PENN STATE
21
ARMY
WASHINGTON
24
HOUSTON
PITTSBURGH
24
NAVY
PRO FCOTBALL
10-11- 71:
PURDUE
MINNESOTA
21
DALLAS
14,
NEW YORE GIANTS
ABILENE CHRISTIAN 14
EASTERN NEW MEXICO 1040X
28
BELOIT
ADAMS STATE
24
FORT LEWIS
LINCOLN - MISSOURI
KENTUCKY STATE
7
ALABAMA STATE
7
FISK
LINFIELD
21
WHITMAN
ALFRED
17
ST, LAWRENCE
LOUISIANA TECH
7
S. W. LOUISIANA
ALLEGHENY
17
OBERLIN
LUTHER
14
WAR TBURG
ALMA
14
ADRIAN
Mc NEESE
10
LAMAR UNIVERSITY
ANDERSON
7
EARLHAM
MANCHESTER
HANOVER
3
APPALACH IAN
17
LENOIR RHYNE
MANSFIELD
28
CHEYNEY STATE
ARKANSAS STATE
3
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
MARIETTA
17
H TRAM
ARKANSAS TECH
FLORENCE STATE
3
MARTIN
10
HURRAY
ASHLAND
14
MUSKINGUM
MICHIGAN TECH
31
ST. CLOUD
BALDWIN WALLACE
21
HOFSTRA
M ILL SAPS
14
GEORGETOWN- KY,
BALL STATE
INDIANA STATE
7
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY 14
MILES
BETHI. NE 0001314,N
17
ALBANY- GEORGIA
MISSOURI VALLEY
10
OTTAWA- KANSAS
BRIDGE-WATER - VA .
GALLAUDET
21
MONMOL'TH
35
CARLETON
BROCKPORT
21
PLAITS BURG
MONTANA TECH
21
EASTERN MONTANA
CALIFORNIA LUTH.
14
Wfi ITT I ER
MOREHEAD- xstrruCKY 14
AUSTIN PRAY
CAPITAL
10
HEIDELBERG
MOREHOUSE
28
HAMPTON
CARSON NEWMAN
CATAWBA
7
HORGAN STATE
24
EASTERN SHORE
LARTHAGE
42
CHICAGO C I RL CE
MORRIS- MINNESOTA
28
BEMIDJI
CENTRAL IOWA
35
UPPER IOWA
MOUNT UN ION
21
OTTERBE IN
CENTRAL OKLAHOMA
10
N. W. OKLAHOMA
NEBRASKA WESLEYAN 21
HURON
CHATTANOOGA
N. E. LOUISIANA
1
NEWBERRY
35
CONCORD
CLAREMONT
31
SAN DIEGO
NORTH DAKOTA
31
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
CONCORDIA- NEBRASKA 10
DANA
NORTH DAKOTA ST.
28
AUGUSTANA-S D
C. W. POST
17
CORTLAND
NORTHERN MICHIGAN 24
YOUNGSTOWN
DEFIANCE
WILMINGTON
17
NORTHLAND
14
LAKELAND
DELAWARE
21
LeFAYETTE
NORTHWESTERN- IOWA 21
SIOUX FALLS
DELTA STATE
3
TROY STATE
NORTHWOOD- TEXAS
24
ST. MARYS- TEXAS
DI CKINSON - PA .
14
HAVER FORD
OREGON COLLEGE
14
WHITWORTH
DOANE
28
MIDLAND
OUACH I TA
21
MONTICELLO
DRAKE
NORTHERN IOWA
21
PACIFIC LUTHERAN
17
PACIFIC -OREGON
EAST CENTRAL OKLA. 17
S. E. OKLAHOMA
PITTSBURG STATE
14
MISSOURI SOUTHERN
EAST STROUDSBURG
10
KUTZTOWN
(LAHTI CO MARINES
21
SPRINGFIELD
EASTERN K.D41UCKY
7
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
ST. JOSEPHS - IND.
14
De PAUW
EASTERN MICHIGAN
WESTERN KENTUCKY
1
ST. HARES - CALIF.
24
AZUSA PACIFIC
EASTERN OREGON
17
OREGON TECH
SACRAMENTO
28
SAN FRANCISCO
ELMHURST
10
NORTH PARK
SAM HOUSTON
7
ANGELO STATE
ELON
7
PRESBYTERIAN
SAMFORD
3
L IVINGSTON STATE
EMPORIA STATE
14
SOUTHERN COLORADO
SAVANNAH
21
LANE
FAIRMONT
17
SALEM
SEWANNEE •
3
AUSTIN
FAYETTEVILL E
21
ST. PAILS
SHEPHERD
17
WEST VIRGIN IA TECH
FERRIS
42
GRAND VALLEY
SLIPPERY ROCK
14
SH IPPENSBURO
FLORIDA A
14
ALABAMA A 6 El
S. E. LOUISIANA
I
JACKSONVILLE
FORT VALLEY
49
KNOXVILLE
S. W. MINNESOTA
14
WINONA STATE
FRANKLIN
10
TAYLOR
SOUTHWEST TEXAS
24
TAAL ETON
FURMAN
1
WESTERN CAROLINA
SOUTHWESTERN-TENN . 28
PRINCIPIA
GETTYSBURG
14
ALBRIGHT
S. F. AUSTIN
10
McHtiRRY
GLENVILLE
WEST VA. WE-SLEYAN
17
TENNESSEE STATE
CRAMMING
GRACELAND
10
EMPORIA COLLEGE
TENNESSEE TECH
,24
EAST TENNESSEE
GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS 42
AUGSBURG
TE RAS A & I
17
EAST TEXAS
HAMPDEN SYDNEY
WASHINGTON 4, LEE
31
TEXAS SOUTHERN
10
ALCORN
HARDING
10
MISSISSIPPI COL.
TOWSON
14
FROSTBURG
HASTINGS
7
BLACK ILILLS
TR IN ITY - TEXAS
10
TEXAS LUTHERAN
HAWAII
24
LOS ANGELES STATE
S. INT.
11
REDLANDS
HAYWARD
14
CHICO TATE
VAL PAR 1 ASO
7
EVANSVILLE
H IL L SDALE
10
OHIO NORTHERN
VIRGINIA STATE
24
SHAW
HOPE
14
AL RION
WABASH
1
BUTLER
HOWARD PAYNE
7
SUL ROSS
WASHBURN
17
FORT HAYS
I 1.L BENF.DI Cln NE
17
NORTHWESTERN- WISC
WASH I NGTON -S. L .
7
CENTRE
ILLINOISSTATE
17
EASTERN ILI.1403S
WAYNE - NEBRASKA
10
CHAD RO N
INDIANA CENTRAL
11
ROSE HUMAN
WEBER
10
PORTLAND STATE
10WA WESLEYAN
14
PILLSBURY
WEST CHESTER
35
MILLERSVILLE
ITHACA
I'.
FOR DHAM
WESTERN WASHINGTON 37.
SOUTHERN OREGON
JACKSON STATE
24
B I SHOP
WESTMINSTER - PA .
JJI
WAYNESBURG
!Asti...ST(111N
14
DICK INSON N I).
Wit I TEWA TER
Si PER TOR
14
. L. SMITH
MORRIS MINN
7
WILKES
17
DELAWARE VALI., `i
IUN 1 8TH
14
GEORGETOWN C.
WI TTEN BEIR C.
DENT SON
KEARNEY
1
MOORHEAD - M I NNESOTA YANK ION
WES THAR
SLASONS RELURD:
HIT-410
MISSED-144_
IIE0-4
PUT- 785
COPYRIGHT 1971 BY THE CARE RATINGS SERVICE
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. 7, 8, 9
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.U.'6.99JACKETS
to '8.50

Now $299 8 $399

SWEAT SHIRTS
Children and Adults
Only
WALLACE'S ENTIRE STOCK OF

STEREO ALBUMS

Reg. 13.88
Now Only

99;

$299

Wallace's does Custom Imprinting on jackets, football jerseys and sweat shirts.
Your name printed FREE on any shirt purchased at Wallace's during this sale!

Wallace's Book Store
Open: 9-8 Mon.-Fri.
9-5 Sat.

Across From Ordway Hall

NIP

3-DAY SALE * Thursday -Friday -Saturday

LITTLETON'S
4•.•
•••• ONE.

oor

)or

()GER & TIMES - NIIHRAY, KENTUCKY

Sports Parade

a.

at The Happy Yellow Store

DRESSES

COATS

SHOES

.41^••••••••••••••14P

•

KENTUCKY
THE: LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY,
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Children become pawns in busing

ad- purposes. Despite Wallace's
strong
vival of the nation's school consistently
system. In fact, the school ministration supporter', Texas steady drum-fire attack on
busing issue is proving to be a GQP Sen. John Tower, school busing and the adad• ministration, he has failed to
the
powerful issue for uniting a ouestioned
d
observe
declaration,"
ministration's sincerity.
national majority against the
grasp the hidden evil of school
ionary
the American Revolut
administration's dual
"It appears," stated Tower busing.
writer Tom Paine,"which says Nixon
on the issue.
of the President, "that he is not
Pamela Davis, 15, of Birthat God visits the sins of the stand
to forced busing mingham, Ala., was ordered by
e Court Justice
opposed
Suprem
really
is
n
childre
the
fathers upon
Burger's recent
or lacks the necessary resolve a court to be bused to an allcontrary to every5rincip1e of Warren
fying" the ' to conWol those who pursue it in black school. Pamela's plea to
"clari
ent
statem
moral justice."
court's opinion on busing
his name."
the court and to the country is
Justice has been junked in high
of how harried the
anger and violence con- not political or racial; it is the
index
As
an
is
comes
it
when
politics
favor of
administration -has become tinue to mount across the etionest anguish of.9_1$-year-old
to the school busing issue.
over the issue. _But Burger's --eouniryi--butiect children must- Who wants very much to
for
ation
Underlying the justific
ication" cannot nullify
be bewildered how their young continue her study of music.
school busing to achieve ••clarif
and fast busing edicts bodies have become pawns in Busing to a school 22 miles
hard
the
belief
the
is
"
balance
"racial
down earlier by the Burger what can only be called a away from her home will
that children are legitimate laid
monstrous game of musical prevent her from being in the
court.
a
as
pawns of political leaders
l
a
politica
is
And the outspoken school band.
issue
busing
schools.
The
the
means to redress the sins of
tidal wave sweeping up blacks, stand of George Wallace
Here we have the hidden
last generation.
and Chinese illustrates, once again, how a cruelty of the school busing
Indians
whites,
only
not
proving
is
The policy
the administration's valid moral issue is captured issue. We are demanding that
impossible to implement, but against
policy. Even the by demagogues for political
ing
vacillat
surdangerous to the future
JOHN
By JEFFREN
Copley tipws Service

WEDNESDAY—OCTOBER 6, 1971
difficulties such as acute
Pamela become a sacrificial shyness and a lack of conpawn in a power struggle that fidence as a teen-ager and in
is tearing apart the nation's her early adult life.
school system and leaving
"If mobility has helped
cildren scarred for life. The
e the family unit," she
separat
not
is
busing
school
of
evil
with sad memories,
me
told
d
afflicte
has
it
new;
something
is going to further
busing
"then
been
have
those children who
n's sense of
childre
the
split
forced for decades to be bused
neighborhood,
because they lived in rural identity with a
school and friends."
areas.
This columnist's wife recalls
In the rush to implement
as a bused child in rural school busing we are blind to
she
Washington state the price
the moral crimes we are
was forced to pay; she committing against our own
endless „children, black and white. We
the
remembers
boredom of the rides, the laCk are saying it is morally right to
of opportunity to make friends rob children of those few
--Wter-SchoOf because -Wie was precious years of freedom in
compelled to catch the bus. She such innocent but crucia
remembers that after-school functions
character
for
activities, play with other building as after-school acchildren and the dozen or so tivities
inthe
and
other joys that children terrelationship with other
growing up need were denied to children. A policy of govern
her. She wonders now how rent that does this must bi
much this contributed to her opposed and denounced.

,c

liFASCO
of
BILL ATKINS, 12 year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Atkins
in a
Hazel Route Two won first, second and third place honors
Hunsingle Barrel racing event at the Carroll County Fair at
Time
Band
t,
Stardus
horses
the
rode
He
ee.
tington, Tenness
nce
Reed, and Fireball. Atkins is a member of the New Provide
Riding Club and attends school at New Concord.

!,>'•
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Soft water system
has uses in home .

•

.44ve%2",..PS-46"-ki4,3:43 "";•44.;:
.
••••
•

,

SPANISH STYLE

hausted,it must Be regenerated.
\ S YoORK (Upf) - A
The regeneration process rethe
in
system
ener
1,'r-soft
the original exchange
verses
that
-home could prevent
. .A salt solution flows
reaction
"tattle-tale- gray in light cloth- over the beads, chemically exing for which the detergent is
changing the secumuhited hard-.
often blamed.
ness ions with a new supply of
hard
the
likely
It's more
ions. Regeneration norsodium
James
t
water, says scientis
mally takes from one lo two
Luck.
Hard water reacting with hours. majority of softener
The
soap causes the gray scum that
regenerate at periodic
systems
rims.
bathtub
forms around
preset on a clock
s
interval
ed
deposit
That same scum is
is determined at
This
timer.
on clothes being washed. The
the hardness of
by
tion
installa
minerals in hard water also
water, the tank capacity
reduce the life of the home the
the rate of ecinsumplieitt.
water supply system by caus- and- usage rate changes, such
ele
If
hot
in
form
to
s
ing deliosit
as Awn the family goes on
water heaters, pipes an
vacation, regeneration will still
faucets.
at the preset time reSoftened water results in occur in a waste of water
sulting
feel
softer
nce.
appeara
better
is to
and increased life for . laun- and salt. A recent trend addered garments, and provides systems that automatically
conricher suds and lather from just to changing water
usage and
soap used in bathing, sham- ditions and water
when
pooing. sharing, etc.. according ran for regeneration only
needed.
to 1.uck.
Industry sources say 16 milI.uck, chemical engineer
48
with Honeywell's Residential lion of the approximately in
Division, explains water soften- million single-family homes
have
ers work on an ion exchange the United States should ent.
equipm
ng
softeni
r,
water
softene
the
--Inside
principle,
have, alhard water flows through a bed About 6.5 million
ng at
of resin beads that contain though sales are increasi
around 10 per cent a year.
sodium ions. When the hardness ions are exchanged for
SOME CIGAR
sodium. ions, the water is conCOLCHESTER, England
stderedioftened.
(UPI)—Firemen answering an
As water Wow*,through the automatic alarm at-the -Redsoftener, the sciditiin supply 61- Lion Hotel Monday found only
the resin beads is gradually man smoking a cigar at a
exhausted. The beads near the meeting. Smoke from the cigar
top of the bed ara exhausted
had set off the sensitive smoke
first, and the level of the used
ng system. "It was a
detecti
beads is r'eferred to as the
ly rooni and
"hardness front,'", who-h moves very small assemb
a fire
uniformly through the bed. a very big cigar," said
man.
spokes
brigade
exis
bed
the
entire
%hen

SOFA, CHAIR & OTTOMAN
Bold and exciting, .4th quality and
elegance that will endure. Selected
hardwoods for frame and trim. ExMasland
pertly tailored with
Duran upholstery.

Jay's Puzzle
,
Ansbe• • Yeste

Crossword Puzzle

GROOM MOOD
=MUM DOOMED
OUR MODOO MOO
MO 0000000 Oil
UMW BO =BO
GOO BD MOO
OOMMGOOMO
IMMO GU GOD
M030 OD 300110
OM OURMMUM MO
ODD GOMM OEM
DOGGOO 3MODO3
GOMM =MOO

NG ROOM SUITE
5-Pc.LIVITables
& Platform WOO
Studio Couch.
BEAUTIFUL STYLING WITH EXPOSED
OAK FINISHED ARMS. Studio couch
opens to a bed. Easy care brown canyon
vinyl upholstery. Set of thren matrhing
oak tables.

6
44 Virgima willow
45 Plural ending

SAVE $51.85

5-Piece
Set

228

'

EASY TERMS

47 Doctrine
49 Guidn's
high note

\t•

50 Through

93 lain
conjunction
!

7

A

3

6

3
:
;,4
..
..,,
c..
I

7

8

... ,

12
,c

..;,17

16

26

-- ,27

28

31

t. '37
:if
36
.
-4

..-- -r33

• •;• 39
'k
43

A,A.„
0
•

... ..

.''

-"`

t
:;',/,;"!48
.',

Distr.

49

50

Bel-Air Shopping Center

,.. .../.4 54
53 )
.o;
, .c. 57

55

e
•
:'
.•.•
,

45

47

YOUR CHOICE— BROWN
VINYL or GREEN HERCULON

,••••••.:4
.38
' -,
r•

4

46

1

.
„.
30 ..A
29
•
74 .

37

54 Ite,411,

57'

HAVE A ROOMY DOUBLE BED IN
SECONDS. Upholstered in tough,
washable upholstery. Two polyfoam zippered cushions and 4-inch
foam rubber matt-

A

le

,'."-(25 --.

"..."...;', 74.

.
c,,,L,r,

5', Potter
56SF,

10

11

20

9

•
23

47

'•:.,;.:: 9
,..
•:•,..'"

Contemporary SLEEPER

HERCULON'

. ._

5

•'

,

s,e,

t

168

il WAYS TO BUY
• CASH
• LAYAWAY
• EASY TERMS
BANKAMERICARD
44..• 004

Bar

*00,02 • •

•14 ill

VP

At Most Stores

EASY TERMS
•

by - United Feature :Sysclicare, Ins.

•
•
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TLHI
'PRICES
08

Ribsteaks.
k
ea
St
n
oi
rl
Si
TENDEREF
tioneSteak
n Roll
Bacon

lb.

FAMILY PAK MIXED PARTS

Fryers

OFLSPLIT BROILERS

$ 1 55
. .
sire

lb.

91c.

99c Sinn,

POLIDENT Box of 40

Denture Tablets

$1.,17
size

89c

89c
size

49'

ADULT PRO

Toothbrush

PRIDE
HAND LOTION 57c
E
MAYONNAIS
EMBASSY
98c sire

BLUE PLATE

qt 411C

KROCER

4

Catsup

t 1-.oz. 88C
bl4

KROGER NON DAIRY
11-oz.

Coffee Creamer

iar

KROGER
11-oz.
boxes

Toaster Treats

49c

3gt

MEL-O-SOFT SANDWICH

Oscar Mayer

VACUUM PACKED

FINE FOR BAR -B-Q

10-lb box

lb

CHITTERLINGS

U S. CHOICE TENDERAY
lb

lb

89'
99'
39'

Ouarter Sliced Ham

59'
49'

Spcire Ribs
WHOLE
Pork Shoulder

69,

U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY

S

KROGI

5I

MEAT PIES
8-oz.

Picnic
Smoked Ham
Family Pak Tenderloin o' Trout or
3- 5
lb
lbs.
COSTAL
8-oz
pkg
COOKED FISH

Catfish Steak

COUNTRY
CLUB
ALL BEEF

Fish Sticks

99

2c
Potatoes
Enchilada Dinners 12,,. 49c
10-oz. Si
Strawberries 4 pkg.
5-lb.
bag V
PATIO MEXICAN OR BEEF

POTATOES

45c-12C
101/4

Tomato Soup

cans

KROGER MI Flasors
19-oz
boxes

Cake Mixes
DERBY

4-oz
/
131

Tamales

jars

97t

DISHWASHING
LIQUID

39t

4
3

1-lb
cans

88'

25-oz
cans

S

KROGER BARTLETT
1-lb
can

Pear Halves

29'

DEL MONTE CHUNK

t Art

doz.

PEACHES
3 1 lb. 8
13-oz.
cans
KROGER BEEF STEW or

9`

Nr?6.2cn

0,0
0.•

Light Soft White Bulbs
60-75 or 100 Watt

lax•

with this coupon thru Tues.,
Oct. 12. Limit one. Subsect to

89c

KROGER

10-lb. bag

Sugar
Drinks Hi-C

11

RUSSET

-lb.
bag

$1"

146-oz. Si
cans

NEW WASHINGTON RED

SPOTLIGHT WHOLE BEAN

lb

3 lb bag
1 9g

IP;

I

for

CALIFORNIA

KING SI-ZE

Fresh Broccoli

HONEYDEWS

BELL PEPPERS OR

39c
e 10'

bunch

Cucumbers
SWEET

POTATOES

WASHINGTON STATE

Bartlett Pears 10
TENDER,SWEET

Yellow Corn

5

ears

89'
59

PARKAY

bag

STOKELY

Tomato Juice

14b.
Pkg.

3

K ROGER
46-oz
cans

S

White, Colors, or Designers

3 ',Lab° S
Si
Pork & Beans 7
KROGER Smooth or Crunchs
59c
Peanut Buffer
Scott
KROGER

16-or
cans

18"
par

REGULAR OR HONEN
lb IOC

Kroger Grahams

S
lisc:bxes

ems

ood thru Toes Oct 12 L,mit 1

longhorn Cheese

p6k-ogr.

Ic.R()GLR Sccicc, Pint , Amer.

Cheese Slices

8-oz
pkg.

43'
43'

Double Top Value Stamps Every Tue.'IL Wed.
Ii

,t)
bag

49c

.40

\ru Tues ,
with this coupon th
Oct 12 Limit one Sublect to
,ncal taxes
aPo,.cabre state

mole

S.'091

r•!,;?,:r AtittlittittitittiTIMITITV,;?sei
WORTH 20c
toward the purchase of one 4-oz bit

KROGER VANILLA EXTRACT
et=
p. Good thru Tues Oct 12 L,mit 1

'"'

STAMP
OUPON

with this coupon and $5.00 additional
purchase, secluding tobacco and fresh o
frozen milk products. Good thru Tues.
appfl
.itth Limit on.. Subject to
Oct
cams state and local taxes.

FOR EXTRA
TOP VALUE STAMPS
100 with one 3-1b. can Kroger
Vac Pac Coffee

MIX OR MATCH THESE LOVELY
MUGS & PLATES

VALUABLE COUPON
Worth

300

8 ec
6

KROGER SLICED MIDGET

GOLD MEDAL
5
FLOUR

l'ITNITEVEV

toward
purchase of
ONE

BISCUITS

Buttermilk
or
Homestyle

017

S

1 -lb
pkg

1-1b.

aties

WORTH 10c

toward the purchase of one 13-oz bag
DSNUTS or
CAMSIHXEEW
,RbEagST
1-0C
O L1 D
.
0G,

KROGER CORN OIL

MARSH SEEDLESS OR PINK

OHO

ht, 9 ,'TsT.TeT,T.T,T,Ieb?óTitiTs1eYlie'

KROL,ER Butter-Me-Not Orange

10-or
cans

With Our Coupon

'1'4"AIMPPWVVVVVVVV °q*

$

boxes
1 lb

-lb.
bag

sr-

applicable state & local tax0.

1-lbS
Can

KROGER Whole Kernel Vac Pac
12-oz
cans
KROGER
1 -lb
cans

lb.

39'

Light Bulbs 20,49`

CLOVER VALLEY
FREESTONE HALVES

88C
,
25
Green Beans 4
ES
TIN
SAL
Ribier Grapes.
Corn
25'
,
99
20
Si
Small Peas 4
Potatoes
3
Danish Rolls 4
Delicious Apples 29` COFFEE
Margarine
35c
Si
2 29`
Grapefruit
Margarine
3
KROGER WHOLE

U. S. NO. 1 BLUE

Eggs

PLAIN OR
SELF RISING
with our
coupon offer
SOFT WHITE 60, 75 or 100 Watt

22-oz
bottle

Chili vtzt,',,

TUNA
bi

99c

GOLD MEDAL

cans

h

a

ET
bream Pies 14oz 25`
Fl
5
49c

57

Qt

46 oz

Applesauce

HAM

OR MARKET BASKET do, 43'

Fruit Drinks 3
49`
Ajax
Tomatoes

Si

lb

MORRELL'S PRIDE WHOLE
SEMI BONELESS

La

Miracle Whip

KROGER

pkg.

KROGER GRADE A

AVONDALE

RIG DADDY FROZEN

69'

3

Sandwich Fillets

PLAIN OR
SELF RISI%G

Flour

lb

SHANK PORTION

HAMBURGER

3.1

79'
49c
59'

lb

SMOKED

$325

DEL MONTE

AVONDALE FROZEN

CAMPBELL'S

VACUUM PACKED
MORRF1 LS PRIDE
BONELESS

lb

Lean Ground Chuck

10-oz.
Pk s•

lb.

69'
39'
23c
25c

12-oz
pkg

SNACK TRAY19c
95

lb

pkg

KROGER SLICED

Kroger 9-oz. Gm. Beans or Fordhook or

pkg

lb

PIG FEET OR

b

to 10 lb air)

0.11SHBOM

JENO'S

of
MEAT ALL FOR

CHICKEN,
TURKEY,
BEEF

lb

TENDER,SLICED

KROGER JUMBO

lb.

4 to 6-1b. Avg.

JENO'S
PIZZA ea

61 AL

Baby limas

Beef L'yer

FROZEN PORK

lb

DELTA FROZEN

qt. 5116

"H'
Xi SAVE WIE

0

Shampoo
Chopped Sirloin
SACK -0 - CORN
JUST
32-oz. 65C
GOOD FOR STEW!
s
pkg.
WONDERFUL i3o, Cobeffe
Boiling Beef
Kroger Mixed Veg. or Chopped or Leaf
;n.
HAIR SPRAYAlic Spinach
4 pk 89' MOTHER'S BEST
Regular or
Hard to Hold

313

SIE.SLC

Suzann

CHEESE. SAUSAGE
HAMBURGER

5,10. SIRLOIN STEAK
54bt. T-BONE STEAK
ICON. COUNTRY CLUB ALLBEET HAMBURGER
10-lbs. CENTER -CUT RIB
PORK CHOPS
5-Itn. LEAN PORK STEAK
5-lbs. FRYER BREASTS
as SAL FRYER LEGS
6-10. REGULAR OR COUNTRY STYLE SPARE RIBS
SAVE $9.28

lb.

12-oz.
Pkg.

FREEZER BONUS BUNDLE

Sp

TTL RMS O
URDEE RZS

q

d

7-oz TWICE AS NICE

SEPTEMBER 27

lb

Ice

Jergens lotion:jze1 69 $1"

r

SP

lb S129 Pork Roast 38c
Pork Liver
lb. 59c
Neck Bones
Baking
, Corn
79' Pig Tails
39 Bologna
Hens
59'
Lunch Meats
69'
Turkeys 49` Link Sausage 89'

MORRELL'S PRIDE

15-oz. bottle

3
8
22
3
1,3

60
s*

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

SI

$1.29 79c
size

10
10

AS OF

Fryer Qtrs. 39

29

ib 0

ROAST

DEODORANT

2 GIBLETS lb

FAMILY PAK MIXED

U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY

ARRID EXTRA DRY

ODDS
CHART

3 BREAST QUARTERS, 3 LEG QUARTERS. 3 WINGS

-

TENDERAY BEEF

DISCOUNT PRICES
HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS

participating stores
in
I nnof the Kroger Co. located io Weston Tesoessee Indulges Memphis/,
Easton, Arkansas, Northern and Coeval Mississippi, Southern Illinois
1, 1071.
and Western Kentucky. Scheduled torininetion date, Nov.
N noismd Pis
RZS

PLUS TOP VALUE STAMPS

CHOICE TENDERAY

FAMILY PAK
3 to 5 Steaks

wm %Primo

25 with 2 heads
Lettuce
25 wpith
0,1°,CS6nc or more
25.
bananas

2
3

4

with pkg, of
5
Holland Bulbs
with purchase of 7-117. or more 6
DU Ground Round Chuck or
Chopped Sirloin
7
(a with 2 pkg. Breakfast or
Center-Cut Pork Chops _
8
r,, with pkg. Fryer
oti Brent, Legs or Thighs
9•
with 7 pkg. Cutup
Frog Chicken
El-lb., 10
with Purchisse of

25

SO

• inn

`""or 19-1b, Country Club Ham
0r with any Pkg. Bar-B-0 Spiced 1 1

WI

CLASSIC MUG
'1.29 •-ci
yAiut
.30 COUPON
$ .99

ANY PATTERN

WITH
4
,
COUP9

EXPIRES Clt7 9

•J Meat
a., with 2-1b Kentucky Farm
aJ prk .fusage
with 116. Rentucicy Farm
Pork Sausage
. with purchase of any 13--oz. or
1
JO Kroger Sliced Lunch Meat

25

r with purchase of any pkg.
aa Sea Pak Seafood

12 ;
13
14
15 •

s
•
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high-resolution cameras, after
two weeks in orbit drop their
film in a nose capsule, to be
recovered by Lockheed C-130
planes equipped with trapezelike cables that loop over the
capsule's parachute. This
technique was developed in the
early 1960s during the spectacular Discoverer series over
the mid-Pacific.
able
Big Bird logically will
to remain in orbit longer and
return to earth many times
more photos than those
produced by the two-satellite
reconnaissance teams. It was
the anticipated performance of
the new-generation "sky spy"
that helped persuade the Nixon
administration it should cancel
the controversial Air Force
Manned Orbiting Laboratory,
MOL project in June, 1969.
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SPACE AGE REPORT

By FRANK MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
While one division of the
Lockheed dynasty was fighting
to stay alive recently, another
was helping the United States
begin the transition to a new
generation of spy satellites.
The Lockheed Missile &
Space Co., of Sunnyvale, Calif.
and the U. S. Air Force teamed
op to envision, then design arid
a
double-duty
produce
reconnaissance satellite. It is
intended to achieve both the
seek-and-and and surveillance
missions which previously
have required the launching of
two spacecraft.
Last June 15, about the time
the Lockheed Aircraft Co. was
launching a successful drive
for a $250 million governmentguaranteed loan to rescue its
TriStar L1011 air bus program,
the first of the new-generation
satellites was hurled into a
near-polar, low-altitude earth
orbit from the Pacific Missile
Range in California.
performance
Though
characteristics for such secret
space systems are kept under
lock and key, reports inevitably

The reconnaissance
spacecraft was handed that
nickname because it weighs
about 25,000 pounds,four to five
times the weight of present
operational spy satellites.
The modified Lockheed
Agena craft is about 10 feet in
diameter and nearly 50 feet
long. It was launched by an Air
Force Martin Marietta 'Man
3D. The firing was a first for
the big booster with its two
strap-on solid rockets. The
seek-and-find and "close-look"
satellites have been launched
by less powerful boosters.
The Air Force cranked up its
reconnaissance satellite
program in the early 1960s,
about the tune that Gary
Francis Powers and his U-2 spy
plane were shot down by the
Russians over Soviet territory.
Big Bird is the culmination of

In 1965, the United States sent
aloft 13 seek-and-find satellites,
compared to only four last
year. The number of close-look
spacecraft launches dropped
from eight in 1968 to five in
1970.
Seek -and -find satellites
transmit their photos back to
one of seven ground receiving
stations via radio signals.
Close-look craft, equipped with

By LEROY POPE
UPI Business Writer
Lii
NEW YORK UPI)—An eara
told
nest political ecologist
women's club luncheon meeting
"Lake Erie is dead, no fish, no
microscopic life, no nothing"'
The club ladies were impressed, even shocked, but Ted
Fearnow, company biologist
and land manager for ITT's
Pennsylvania Glass Sand Co. at
Berkeley Springs, W.Va., reading about it in the local paper,
was suspicious. He telephoned
the New York State Fisheries
Bureau.
"Lake Erie's filthy all right,"
he was told, "but it still yields
60 million pounds of commercial fish a year."
This is part of the phenomenon which caused the New
which
magazine,
Yorker
sparked popular exictement
over ecology by pre-publishing
"Silent
Carson's
Rachel
Spring," to remark recently
that "in the war strategy of the
conservation movement,exaggeration is a standard weapon."
ITT, whose many divisions
are spending $100 million on a
'10-year environmental program,
has collected more examples of
exaggerations and distortions
by ecological alarmists and
enthusiasts.
For example, publisher Tho;las Shephard of the new
.1efunct "Look" magazine relanded folks in a recent speech
.hat although the rivers that
low past Philadelphia, Pit- sburgh, Cincinnati, St. Louis
and Memphis look messy
nowadays, they no longer
.ipawn epidemics to typhoid and
yellow fever. Back in the days
when these streams looked
'impid and pure, people died in
Periodic epidemics from drinkng their waters or from Yellow
lack spread by mosquitoes
'ired in their backwaters.
Who ultimately removed the
pall of smoke that hung over
Pittsburgh for decades? The
same steel companies that
caused it.
Are the air pollution and
water pollution rates really as
catastrophic as the alarmists
would have us believe? No,
says IF. New York officials
say the rate of water pollution
in the state dropped 10 per cent
in 1970-71. Statistical evidence
of
spite
shows that, in
automotive exhaust pollution,
most of our major cities have
somewhat cleaner air—at least
during the winter months—than
in the years when most
factories and homes burned soft
coal. Nevertheless, ITT Chairman
Harold S. Geneen considers the
nation's environmental problem
urgent or he wouldn't be
spending that $100 million.
He does think most of the
"doomsday" talk is nonsense,
that industry and,public authorities have the ability and the
will to win the ecological battle
He said industry will spend 120
billion on the job in the next
five years

A.1 I?

programs picked up, Rediffusion provides a weather watch
from Logan Airport and a local
shopping news service.
"It is a flexible open system
making two-way television as
adaptible to community needs
at low cost as the telephone is
for the voice alone," Goodwin
said. "We have proved the
feasibility of the hardware, now
it's time to expand the system

PA1

and let programming develop to
take full advantage of its
virtually limitless possibilities."
Another potential advantage
of this two-way system is that
it can be used for home
protection when the family is
away. A small rented TV
camera installed in the home
can be dialed at regular
intervals by the police or
residential patrol agency for a
first-hand check on what's
going on inside the house.

JIM ADAM
I.G.A.

A

Watch For

The Colonials

Exageration
Is A Weapon
Of Ecologists

A

this 10-year project, with its
huge Perkin-Elmer camera
capable of zooming in for
startlingly sharp pictures at an
altitude of more than 100 miles.
In the last few years the Air
Force has cut the number of
seek-and-find and close-loa
satellite launches, reflecting
the ability of each to carry
more film than the mid-196f
models. Their chief mission5.
have been overflights of the
Soviet Union and Communist
China to detect suspicious new
military construction projects.

seeped out that "Big Bird"
performed well on its maiden
test Right.

British Cable System Seems Here To Stay

at the same price, about $6 a
By LEROY POPE
month, as a regular system and
UPI Business Writer
so far has picked up about 200
UPIi—The
YORK
NEW
customers.
British red coats who landed at
At present, Rediffusion prolast
Cod
Cape
Dennis Port on
vides Cape Cod customers with
year and said they were going service on only 16 channels, but
to revolutionize the American Manager Herbert Goodwin said
cable television industry seem this could be stepped up to 36
to have dug in for a long or even
100 channels if
economic battle.
programs were available. In
They claim they're getting addition to the regular TV
ready to fan out and introduce
their two-way system with a
potential of 100 channels to the
Midwest and the Pacific Coast
next year.
for
work
invaders
The
Rediffusion International, Ltd.,
an English company that ,has
been in the closed circuit
communications business since
1929. Leghorn Corp., a Boston
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) — CATV
co-operating in
General Motors will opeif a the Dennis Port pilot project
center here Oct. 11 which will with Rediffusion's
eventually train some 1,000 Program system.
black auto mechanics a year, The British system is revoluthe Rev. Leon H. Sullivan said tionary in comparision with
Sunday.
conventional American CATV
Sullivan, the first Negro systems. It also is compatible
appointed to the giant auto with them. The Dennis Port
firm's board of directors, said Rediffusion network is plugge&
GM also has reassigned $250 into one channel of a convenmillion in group life insurance tional CATV system on Cape
to two black-owned insurance Cod owned by Leghorn. It sells
companies.

New satellite generation
launched by Lockheed
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130Yo., AXE SuICIDE-ca

HEY, TEE5ER.— auESS
THE SHERIFF
WHAT'
THE PEAD REDCDAT KILT

ARE MESSY •,,

Special Beef

6

HIMSELF?

Rounclyp

•

.`rrk •

A

10e5h1

Imo

1

Mi
25

.,„10

3I

ale;

•11

Or 1.•••1

Illon•••••

INSERT
IN

• A...E.-.

Abner
FO'BID -

TAKE A
-011DDER -

B.ATH
5EFO.
Ak DO2

7-

......COME AS'10
-L/45r-fr- ARE!!

HEVVIN

DO AN HAFTA

`/AWK!!
-TO t400
•

11.1

ire,
c
4It

THIS EDITION

".4 1
elg
Jo

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

DOUBLE
EDGE
10's

For Fast Relief of
Tension Headaches

INJECTOR
11's

Relieves
ache
Pain FAST
Head
'To Relax Tension FAST
Soothe
Reg Irritability FAST

PLAYTEX

BABY NURSER
Reg. '8.95

9

Sale$57

with
Right Hand
Small Medium - Large

35';

7/oz. Bottle with Dispenser

CALGON
BATH OIL
BEADS

Reg. '1.35

Reg. '1.19

JERGENS
LOTION
For Extra Dry Skin Formula

ORIENTAL JADE EAST
MEN'S COLOGNE

AFTER SHAVE LOTION

6;

Reg. '3.00 Sale88

BIG 183/4 oz. SIZE

AA

BAN.p:AID
FF
i EASY0
RSV OFF

instO

Window Cleaner
With Ammonia

sheer ,
strips

VW
5:891

4451i
••••;•11014•

Cleans
Without
Streaks
-4511111 t

....,.,,..A.1
nuns
Sale

Reg.
69c

SHAMPOO
Family Size Tube
4.3-oz

•••••• 411•••

Reg. '1.50

Sale88

MASSENGILL
POWDER
For Feminine Hygiene
6-oz,

Reg. $1.69

96;

44 •

HEAD & SHOULDERS

ALBERTO VOs

Unscented, Regular,
tfard to Hold 9 oz

Massengills

16 oz

4-oz, Bottle

hairspray
discovery

60-75-100 Watts

Reg. Your
1.69 Choic

Sale 7

HAIR.SPRAY

LIGHT
BULBS

VES
GLOFREE
Extra

Reg. '1.49

1.69 ei

MIRACLE
HOLDING Super Hard to Hold.

SYLVAN IA

PLAYTEX LIVING

"

Toothpaste and Mouthwash In

Family Size 6.15-oz Reg. 1.09
Regular & Mint

Sale'

Reg. 1 1.75

GLAD
(1
,
'
LAD-BAG

Box o150
Reg. 851

39 5°46;

e

VAD AINGS'

Sale

8-9

Box of 80 Bags

Reg. 49'

Sandwich
Bags
Sale

28;
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ramming develop to
advantage of its
dtless possibilities."
etential advantage
way system is that
used for home
when the family is
srnall rented TV
tolled in the home
lialed at regular
)y the police or
patrol agency for a
check on what's
side the house.

4
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Open Till Midnight 7 Days A Week
for Your Shopping Convenience
DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY TUES & WED.
The Only Store in Murray That Offe
rs
Only U.S. Prime Beef!
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
* U.S. FOOD STAMPS REDEEMED *

TO LIMIT

gel Food
AS An
TREET

CAKE

YOU ALWAYS BUY THE BEST FOR LESS

/HER
Souths!de Shopping Center

39 Sm
kd. Jowls

13 Egg Recipe

5 fos,:$1
4/

Sacramento

Armour's
12-oz. can

59c

TIDE
Giant Size
19c
box
TUNA
Star-Kist

ef

612 oz. can

39

FLOUR
Milk Maid
'
169
'25-lb. bag
Brown 'N

iiiirOSOLIDS
MORTON HOUSE

PEACHES

BAKED BEANS

2No

VINi.RmiAUSAGE
CHILI noz
CORN

. 2'2 Cans
With Coupon)

TEENIE WEENIE
Yellow Cr. Style
303 cans
TURNER'S

COFFEE

ICE MILK
BABY FOOD

6
9
;
Rolls
(With Coupon)
1 -Lb. Bag

37;
-PAPER TOWELS
CRISCO Veg. Shortening 3 -lb. can 89;
Lora Lynn
CRACKERS
23;
1-lb. box
TOMATOES State Fair No. 21/2 can 29
House
APPLESAUCE White
39;
25-oz. jar
SALMON Chief Chum tall can 79;
GREEN BEANS Double
Luck
COFFEE T(awsil:rCsoutOhn7ice 4-oz. jar
LCORNETI
Roll

579

IAN IA

GHT
JLBS
-100 Watts

'35;

ENGILL
IDER

Duncan Hines

Cake Mixes
LIBERTY COUPON
Sacramento

PEACHES 209,

me Hygiene

No. 21
/
2 can
with this coupon and
'5 or more add. pur.,
tob,. & dairy prod. exc.
VOID AFTER OCT. 12

1.69

LIBERTY COUPON
LIQUID
C

I

IVORY
43
with This Coupon

6

No Other Purchase
Necessary

Without Coupon 61'

Void after Oct. 12

59c

i
P c .4
9

dwich
ags

28;

LIBERTY COUPON
[
TASTERC10E

pc
L4 02

With This Coupon
No Other Purchase
Necessary

Without Coupon '1.17
Void after Oct. 1

BANAN

434 oz jar

U.S. Insp. Whole

SU19cGAR

BREAD
PIE
CHEESE FOOD
POTATO CHIPS
JUICE
BISCUITS
WAFERS
FR. FRIES

Pure
Cane

25-Lb. BAG

Golden
Ripe

TENDERLOIN

$11
CUTLETS
c
Shank Por. 79ib
HAMS Air
Pork

Beef

lb

PATTIES
6 to lb 79C

23cPb

5 59;

Red Washed

SHELLS

POTATOES
89 10LbBag49(p

2!Ills.4box

DPouibig
r elel'sack

C

C

49c
3/29c
29C
3/

Puffin
8 oz can

Garden Delight
lb pkv

9

lb.

Instant
SA l A
8-0z. Jar
(With Coupon)

158

-lb.
Bag

iMLIISB
SELRITY
BERCO
TYUPON
9C

BACON

with this coupon and
4'5 or more add. pur.,
tob. & dairy prod. exc
VOID AFTER OCT. 12
LIBERTY COUPON
MAXWELL HOUS

COFFEE lib'
bag
With this coupon
no other purchase
necessary

Without Coupon 89'
VOID AFTER OCT 12
LIBERTY COUPON
INSTANT $1558-oz
jar

I
YECCORN 3 25

Lara Lynn Vanilla
1-lb. bag

29

39C1b

CHUCK ROAST Btuldte lb. 59;
PORK STEAK Sliced lb. 59;
1/4 PORK LOIN Sliced lb. 59;
PORK BRAINS Pound
39;
NECK BONES Fresh lb. 25c
HAMBURGER FreshBeefGround ib.49c
BOLOGNA By The Piece lb 39c
WIENERS Elm Hill 12-oz. pkg. 49c
BEEF LIVER Sliced
lb- 49c

Texun Orange 46-oz. can

DOG FOOD

2

SAUSAGE

Pet Ritz 2 in Pk.35C

Leader Gravy Style

Pork

Craddock's Pure Pork

Miss

i;

(With Coupon)
Gt. Size

PICNICS

9
59'

Liberty 1-lb. loaf

IVORY

Fresh

ACON

19; FRYERS

White,
Yellow,
Choc.

Liquid Detergent

/
1
2 Gal

3/1
5/$
1
43C

lb.

Miss Liberty

GERBER'S

Miss Liberty
Doz.

Sliced

(With Coupon)

cans w/BEANS

Maxwell House

Murray Kentucky

1 Lb. Pkg.

ARMOUR'S

Serve

WEDNESDAY—OCTOBER 6, 1971

$1

SANKA
I
With this coupon

no other purchase
necessary

Without Coupon '1.98
VOID AFTER OCT. 12

Ears
For

'1 HE LEDGER & TIMES

‘111tRAY, KENTUCKY

RECORD RIOT
LP Records &
8 Track Tapes
INCLUDES:
&EZWho's
Farkus

RExAZ.
Agif:YRN
s
,
4r

79,

2Ay 80r
We sell
4•Avdsahr
some Rexall-brand products below (
Manufacturer's List Price on an everyday basis.
Look for these Information Cards throughout our store for your actual savings.

DEAR ABBY: Our 27-year-old son found a Japanese girl
in Tokyo that be liked a lot so he invited her to come here
and spend a few weeks with us. We are Finnish.
When we took her to the airport to bid her goodby, my
husband gave her a big KISS. I told him I didn't think that
was called for, and he said it was just in appreciation of her
sukiyaki. I still don't think my husband should have kissed
her that way, and we had a few strong words about it. Was I
SEATTLE
wrong to have complained' DEAR SEATTLE: Yes. But now that you know bow
much your husband likes sukiyaki. it might Inspire you to
Improve the quality el your own.

...with BONUS BUYS
at special
LOW PRICESbut not 2 for 1
-plus a penny

Our Price $5.88
Less 10%
.58

DEAR ABBY My protAlein is my husband. He spills food
on the floor and never cleans it up. Be eats in bed and gets
crumbs in rt. sheets. He uses things and never puts them
back in place. Be Rams his dirty clothes in every room ot
the house He drops cigaret ashes on the floor and burns
holes m is clothes. my clothes, the finidtore, bedspreads;

Leave your mouth
clean and refreshed!
Amber-colored Mt-31,

He belches at home and in public and never .says,
"Excuse me." I work away from home and still have my
housework to do in the evenings and be won't give me a
hand.
I have had three miscarriages in the past b Years. Right
now I am four months pregnant and feel rotten, but my
husband won't even carry out the trash. We live in an
upstairs duplex apartment and sometimes I have to make
three and four trips to get all the garbage and trash out.
He spends about $5 a week on magazines with dirty
pictures in them when we need every penny we can save.
I am 23 and he is 29. When I complain or ask for a little
cooperation he says I'm being a "perfectionist." Abby, I
don't thillit I can take it anymore. Can you tell me what to
SANDY
do?

VITAMIN C TABLETS
2 for 1.08
2 for 2.17
mg.
2 for 3.93
VITAMIN E TABLETS

RUBBING ALCOHOL
2 for 84c
MILK of MAGNESIA
2for 80C
BUFFERED ASPIRIN

BOTTLES of 100
100 mg.
Mfr'S List Price $1.07

DEAR ABBY: I grew up in a small town where everyone
said hello to everyone else when they passed them on the
street, whether they knew them or not.
Now I am married and am living in a much larger city,
but I still have the habit of speaking to strangers I meet in
stores, restaurants and on the street. My husband is a very
jealous man, and he considers my friendliness to be flirting.
I don't speak only to attractive young men, I chat with young
women my own age and also with older people.
Do you think I should wait to be introduced before
speaking to someone? It won't be easy to break the habit, but
if you tell me to change, I'll try. FRIENDLY IN FLORIDA

PINT
Mfr's List Price

250 mg.
PMI's List Price $2.16
500
Mfr's List Price $3.92

BOTTLES of 100
50 I.U.
Mfrs List Price13 30
100 I.U.
Mfrs List Price $6.00

DEAR FRIENDLY: There Is no harm In being
"friendly" to other young women and older folks, but when it
comes to initiating conversations with strange young men,
the advice from here is to cool it.

MINUTEMAN Chewable

MULTIPLE VITAMINS
100's
2 for 2.70 I

CONFIDENTIAL TO "LADY DREAMER IN WHEELING." There is nothing "wrong" with having fantasies. Those
who build "dream castles" aren't in any trouble until they
try to live in them.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box Wm, Los Angeles, Cal.
90640. For a personal reply eaelose stamped, addressed
envelope.

One Tablet Daily

MULTIPLE VITAMINS
2 for 2.70

Hate to write letters? Send 41 to Abby, Box SIM, Los
Angeles, Cal. NM. for Abby's booklet. "Kew to Write Letters for AU Occasions."

soIiiiiJ

2 ounce
Mfr's List Price
$1.75

)2 for 1.76

PLUS A PENNY!
HAIR SETTING

GEL

13 or
Unscented, Regular, Car ,3
or Hard to Hold

----''

TOOTHPASTE

So:
or Hard to Hold
YfrUst
s
Price $1.25

2

çi

SACCHARIN
10,,:"Ls.,14 g.,rain, 2 for 1.10
EYELO EYE LOTION

Deck
$1.09 Value

; Plastic
Coated
L. Playing
Cards
Single

770

Telephone
Pencil
Sharpener

FOOT POWDER
2 for 76c
Mfrs 14ist0PZr;ce The

•

REXALL

.

TOILETRIES

1 2's — Adult or Infant
Mfrs List Price 57e

Begley's Reg.
Price $1.57
FOR MIR'S LIST
PRICE OF

;

SUPPOSITORIES
2for 58c
ASPIRIN 300's

ilog

+or
IT MAli INTEREST 40L)
KNOW SLLIEET/E, THAT IN THREE
YEARS I HAVE NEVER L-05T A
GAME OF'HA I4A, HERMAN"!

t PrPicleal7n9tor r,1nt
r.s Li.s—
,A f"
l2

GLYCERIN
REXALL

S.DC TriEl.e STOP CALLING
kk4CriCTC tlAE"Silt" OF
PLAr' A LA, COLTIC5E THEY KNOW
HERMAN V HOW TO PLAV!

EXAMPLE:
Reg. $6.95 Value

2 for 1.58

{1 1

Make Up
& Shaving
Mirror
Iii $1.69
Value

I"$1.33

PLUS A PENNY!
Ont Tablet Daily

MULTIPLE
VITAMINS

Cara Nome

with IRON. 100 s
Mfr's List Price
Conditioning
5 or.
Protects against
Perspiration odor'

2 for 1.00
SHAVING CREAM
Mfrs List Price 99e

11 OZ AEROSOl

HAND &
BODY
LOTION
80!
Skin silkentne
!Mr's list Price $I 09

2for1.10

V.1, ih• s

Mitchums
Lotion

AFTER SHAVE
Red, Shave

2for 80c
POLISH REMOVER
NAILSusan
613:;* 50 Leigh 2 for 51c
Cara Nome

COLD CREAM
t s250 2 for 2.51
Cara Nome

CLEANSING CREAM

HAND & BODY
CREAM

Value

.WT1 III
10111 1\

or for all over
Cillagilpio_/ smoothness'
Mfrs list
Price $1 09
FOR MFR'S UST
PRICE OF

Kelly
Lamp
69C

Value

490

4
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3D RIOT
cords &
:k Tapes
&

0111
1
1
0
1
1
S
Swift

Whu

St
ea
Rib

FF OUR
COUNT
RICE

g
el,'toil

:e $5.88
l6
.58

Columbia

Premium

lb $ 11

1147

LE:
.95 Value

BACON

09

Swift Premium Pro Ten

10

890
;41 Value

4
(670

Pure

39;

GROUND
BEEF

49;

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

:e $5.30

Tile
Trivets

(RED
WHITE
sgss°s

lb
Sliced Into Chops

PORK
LOIN

1/4

U.S. Gov't Inspected

Round Steak FRYERS
99;
25;

lb.

lb.

* FROZEN FOODS *

Electric

Hot
Pot

$1.17
Plastic
Coated
Playing
Cards
Je

77C

!hone
ncil
pener
$2.29
Value

$1.77

* PRODUCE
JUICE
2/8
0:
9
,
RED POTATOES
ORANGE
CABBAGEWHIPPED TOPPING
HOME GROWN TOMATOES
SLICED STRAWBERRIES 1% 2/85' FRESH SLAW
APPLES
79t
SNACK PIZZAS
FRESH OKRA
RED & WHITE FROZEN

Crackers

S169
Value

1.33
V ig

;USH
64C

)C Value

11S

:R oz

Lamp
69C
Value

490

Quaker Quick

NO. 212 Carl

Bama Strawberry

594 Tea
King Size

Liquid

Ivory

7c

lb

25'
12-oz
19'
4 lbs.
39'
lb
19'

L& m

8-oz.

Bush Great Northern

18 oz

Del Monte Blue Lake Cut

No 300 can

Kratt

3 lbs

18-oz.

With FREE Glass

200 ct

Kleenex

Dreft

Red & White

Gal.

Gt

ok
.

15 oz

Tony

Infant Formula

JOHNSON'S COUPON

No Deposit
No Return

Martha White

potato chips

FLASH FRIED
& •
&
O
/
2-oz.
91
0
0 WITH COUPON
WITHOUT COUPON
0
O
0
0
0
0
0
Expires Tues., Oct. 12, 1971
•
O
0
Johnson's
O Good at
0
00000 VALUABLE COUPON OCPCP&&

394

/0
)9(
1

28-Ounce

13-oz

new fashioned

2p
Kelly

8-oz.

No •749t
303 can

00000

:

6 Pack

lb.

GOLDEN DELICIOUS or JONATHAN

45'Biscuits6/59t

Red Cross

ci

intim

Red & White

39'

79'
Spaghetti or nrc
Tis
sue
Bea
ns
Macaroni
LU . Oats
29'
2/25t
35'
Grn.
Mayonnaise65 Detergent 79(t
Peaches 3/$1 Beans
D
Og
39t Food
Preserves 59t Crisco 89' Bleach
Del
TO
MA
TO
COCA
Similac 29t
JUICE
COLAS
4bu 39'
4P
1
CHUM
Red & White

ake Up
;having
Mirror

1-lb

10 lbs.

iJ

TOTINO SNACK
CHEESE-SAUSAGE-HAMBURGER

Keebler Club

*

12

PETFROSTY ACRES

59;

CAKE
MIX

49'

JOHNSON'S

Gerber Strained

JOHNSON'S COUPON

RED & WHITE

COFFEE CRYSTALS

BABY
FOOD

riir;
kk+Xi:
•v.
••
SAVE Mr WHEN
YOU BUY A
,p
44.
I n - - . jor nt
.,..
)
:
INSTANT FOLGERS
••
•
.V.
—

.
).<.
"
.C

SPECIAL PRICE
WITH MS COUPON

$129

311

18"x25'

.
•/V

.v.:
4
4.
v.

.44.
Without 11
v.
at
Expi.t:, 10/42/71 likrikit&

43407,

9'

SUGAR
..
5-11). Bag
(With This Coupon)
Limit 1 Per Purchase

59;

1441171.
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Sh uld marijuana
.e legalized?
By FATHER LESTER
Copley News Service
Dear Father Lester:
Prominent citizens have said
marijuana should be legalized
for adults because a substantial
portion of the population will
not accept laws against it. Is
that any reason for lifting the
ban?
W. J.
Dear W. J.:
It is an aspect that definitely
must be considered.
The community cannot
forbid every evil; but she must
forbid those crimes, like
murder and theft, which would
make her Ille impossible. Her
job is to lead her citizens to the
good life. But in doing so, she
can only lead them gradually to
virtue, accepting them as they
are with their imperfections
and then Mlle by little bringing
them to the actions fully proper
to human beings. She must not
impose a standard of virtue
beyond Their ability, or she will
break them and they will
condemn all law. Her laws, to
be just and valid, must be
possible of fulfillment, even
from a psychological standpoint.
If, therefore, a near maim'
part of the community is
against a law forbidding
marijuana to adults, pot would
have 1,o be a grave danger
beforekits prohibition should be
enacted. Then, too, people
ought to be jorepared for an
unpopular law by an intensive

a crime
The right to life brings with it
a concomitant duty to respect
the same right in other people.
The man who refuses to respect
that right in others loses his
own right to have his life
respected. By becoming more
dangerous than any wild
animal he is properly liable to
being killed.
Address questions to Father
Lester. Copley News Service,
P. 0. Box 190, San Diego, Calif.
92112. Enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.

enjoy the good life?" The answer is: Suffering is no less a
gift than good fortune. Actually, in a sense, suffering is
more a gift because only in its
fire can the gold of character
be refined.
God, who knows and loves
everyone, will not load anyone
with a burden impossible to
bear. But those he loads most,
he loves most.

instruction on its need
Dear Father Lester:
moral
any
there
Is
justification for some people
seemingly having a -hell" on
earth while others enjoy all the
good, -heaven-like" things of
Zelda
Dear Zelda:
Your question asks. -How
can God be just and allow some
people to suffer and others to

Dear Father Lester:
If we're not in the Vietnam
war to win, why are we in it?
Our last negotiator at the Paris
talks, W. Averell Harriman,
said we shouldn't talk about
winning the war.
T. N.
Dear T. N.:
We should strive to win the
war when winning means
stopping unjust aggression. But
it would be immoral of us even
to begin to fight for personal
aggrandizement.

NEW YORK (UPI)—Jack
Nicklaus continued as the
leading money winner on the
Professional Golf Association's
1971 tour with earnings of
82011080. Nicklaus did not
compete in last week's event,
the Robinson (III.) classic won
by Labron Harris Jr.

Dear Father Lester:
How can you be for capital
punishment and still claim to
respect life? How much respect I
do you have for the life of the
person you would execute'
J. H.
Dear J. H.:
If a la-year-old reaches into
the cookie jar against his
parents' permission, the harm
done is relatively slight I
compared to his disobedience
in fooling around with the
family car and crashing it
through the rear of the garage.
The latter disobedience could
have had even more serious
consequenees; hence, to show
the gravity of the fault, the
youngster's punishment should
be much more severe than that
of the cookie episode.
What punishment will show
the gravity of murder and the
respect which we should have
for life? Under ordinary circumstances only the ultimate
penalty will do it. All others will
usually appear cookie jar
punishment in relation to such

QUITS U.N. — After six
months hospitalization,
Ralph J. BUnche, 67, top
ranking American in the
United Nations, has resigned. He was Under Secretary General for Special
Political Affairs, and winner of the 1950 Nobel
Peace Prize

September 30, 1971
ADIJLTS4:44.
NURSEY 12

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Helson (Mrs.
Charlene Helson ), 806 College
Cts., Murray, Baby BorCherry
(Mrs. Barbara Ann Cherry), Box
183, Dover, Tenn., Baby Girl
Keel( Mrs. Georgia Ann Keel, Rt.
1, Hazel.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Majorie Sue Brandon,
Rt. 4, Murray, Charles Jeffery
Cone, Rt. 2, Benton, Miss Shelly
Arm Ragan, Box 803 Regents
Hall, Murray, Miss Sharon Renee
Tillman, Rt. 1, Farmington, Mrs.
Carol Janay Khajavi, 209 S. lath
Murray, Mrs. Hazel Manor
Canter, Rt. 1„ Sedalia, Billy Jot
Chadwick, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs
Diane Bucy, Rt. 1, Alm,' Mts
Karla June Russell, Box 108
Hai:el, Mrs. Bobbie Ferguson
Box 211. Murray, Mrs. Eva Joyce
Stewart, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Lindi
Lou Reynolds, Rt. 5, Box 88A
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Arlene
Wallace, 314 S. 15th, Murray
Mrs. Mary Josie Cope and Baby
Girl, Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs. Ora
Lee Jackson, 417 N. Cherry St..
Murray, George Louis Gallrnan
Jr., 1504 Belmont Dr., Murray
James Loyd Tucker, 1401 Henry
St., Murray, Mrs. Johnnie Pearl
Cox, Kirksey, Mrs. Lena May
Willoughby f expired), New
Concord.
WEBS SIGN WASHINGTON
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) —
The Philadelphia 76ers of the
National Basketball Association
announced Thursday that veteran forward Jim Washington has
ended his holdout by signing a
four-year contract. The six-year
veteran, who averaged 13.4
points and 10 rebounds a game
last year, missed the team's
first five exhibition games
while settling his contract.

TO OCT 9th

T 3)17
,
SEF.P
,
Tiviss

Hospital Report

HE MORAL ANGLE

?
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11
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1;1*-1:41:41;‘\
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A SAVINGS EVEN
UO®nV
1/27011@-.

titiNDFIEDS OF MONEY SAVING SPEC1ALs
SPECIALS OCT. 7, 8, 9, ONLY
FOR THE
HANDYMAN

.*

TOPS \,rKNIT
LADIES
SLEEVELESS STYLE
100% Nylon • Sizes S-M-L
Colorful Stipes

SAVE 320
$

flrxik

Reg.

.0

'2.99

CHOOSE FROM HUNDREDS OF
USEFUL HOME AND SHOP TOOLS.

41
.

s•••

••%.
...di

•

ALL ST

LADIES BOOT
Black or brown vinyl.
Zipper closing for
a neat tight fit.

r)
,

IRONING
BOARDS (,)
11

•

ttiN4

ADJOIS AAAAA .2116FITS

9

$

t

6111.1•• VG,
0.4•••• I

77.
•0

'E

-Stet

Reg. $6.93

93
GIRL'S 2-PC.

(Th

lafgt IP
or
-\Pi/
"

SLACK SET

The common boa constrictor can grow to 11 feet in
length.

LADIES PANTIES

100% STRETCH NYLON
DOUBLE KNIT
Sizes 3-6X

• 3 to a Package
• Bikini or Regular

$296

No joke,it holds a half-ton!

• White and Assorted Colors
Sizes 5-10

Machine washable.
Solid color flare leg
slack. Boldly striped
top. Sizes 7-14.

Regular $1.12

9

396

OVAL BRAIDED

RUGS
Regular 539.94
$2994
2• Avocado, Reds, Browns, Greens
/
Room Size • 81/2x111
• 99% Nylon

• Long Wearing

• Reversible

• Will Go Beautifully With Any Decor • Suitable for Any Room
PRICES GOOD WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

ItE.E.ELE.E.11
Our Pickup is a tough baby. Holds
half a ton in a six-foot all-steel bed.
And it's loaded with T.E.E. H.E.E.!
T.E.E H.E.E. stand for Technical
Engineering Excellence. And Highly
Extravagant Extras.
T.E.E. refers to the four-speed allsynchromesh stick shift standard on
our Pickup T E E. rejers to heavy duty
rear suspen‘;ion, a torsion bar front,

and an overhead cam engine!
H.E.E. refers to comfortable allvinyl upholstery and a 3-speed heater/
defroster, standard.
Why not test drive the number one
selling import truck at your Datsun
dealer? He's the Small Car Expert
who'll show you why T.E.E. H.E.E. is
nothing to snicker over.
Drive a Datsun ...then decide.

."45"

DATSUN
LASSITER-McKINNEi
DATSUN
Phone 753-7114
604 So. l/th Street
OPEN EVENINGS TIL 8:00

LADIES SAFARI TOPS

A

PP.-7-dex
Aro%
TIER

VALANCE
SETS

Long sleeve in burgundy,
navy or brown. Ideal for
wear with slacks
or skirts.

9

Sizes 818

1,27

PLASTIC WARE
ASSORTMENT
Pails • Waste Baskets • Dish Pans
• Foot Tubs

Reg.
2/'1

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT

vo$,
NUNS Mit .91
.
,
ss4r
6.7rer of
1.
,
W13
.

WW1

1 Obi PAIR
4
1
111111/12

r2 81
Ft

38;

OCIAsgiSAVE MONEVATal›-7t-ai

(1,•

%0 WADIS
;

Kr

1
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8:00 A.M.
12:00 P.M.

a-

COUPON

7 DAYS
A WEEK

COUPON '43738

COUPON

Limit 1 per Fal,
Big 6 Country

FOLGER'S
COFFEE Mc

CORN
FLAKES

10 oz
Expires 10-12-71
Good only at Store) ,

SOUTH 12th STREET

39C

Limit lyer Family
Chipos

19c
AJAX
CLEANSER 21 oz.

15 oz. Box

COUPON

12 01
Expilr:-. 10-12-71
Good only at Storey .

COUPON

41) OZ.
CLORox
OX 591 CREMORA tqc
2

39C
noz

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Family
Coffee Creamer

Expires 10-12-71
Good only at Storey's

Limit 1 Per Family

-

Carnation

SLENDER 49C

16,oz. Jar.,

Expires 10-12-71
Good only at Store) •

49C

POTATO
CHIPS

Expires 10-12-71
Goon only at Storey's

Limit 1 per family

Giant Size

SWAN
LIQUID

C UPON #43737

Limit 1 Per Family
Giant Size

Expires 10-12-71
Good only at Storey's

COUPON
Limit i Per kamily

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

WEDNESDAY—OCTOBER 8. 1871

Expires 10-12-71
Good only at Storey's

Expires 10-12
,00d only at St

Sliced Slab
•

FIRST CUT

PK• CHOPS BACON

59
pkg.99;

9, STEAKS

Ib.3

AAas Fresh Fryer

Oscar Mayer
lb. 89c

GROUND CHUCK

FRYERS
1b.2
^

Ib.

Chuckwagon - Veal - Pork - Beef
HILBERG

Extra Lean

FAMILY PACK.

LINK SAUSAGE

99C

,b.or POLLY BONE

Fresh Chicken

lb.

LIVERS

Sliced All-Meat

lb.69;

FAMILY PACK

BREAST
LEGS
THIGHS

S

94

lb.

59s
49"

lb. 49

991rdin STEAK

lb

Pride of Illinois

5

00

Aimour Tender Tested

a,

3 Rogir

) CHUCK STEAK

•

12-0LPkg. 59; TOM. JUICE

Aliens

99c DOG FOOD999
LIMA BEANS
Bow

1000 IS. DRESSING

5

ENGLISH MT.

c3a°r;jc

ib.69;

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

Hyde Park Singles

(With Coupon
At Top of Page)

rYi
-vc

17-oz. $
cans

'arner

COFFEE CHEESE

Kraft

lb

CDC
U0

White & Yellow Cream Style

GREEN BEANS c3a1/$1 TOWELS

FOLGER'S

C)

HAM SLICES

ksk

PORK BRAINS

(1)

Center Cut

CO
RN
29

Krey

10-0z. Jar

BOLOGNA b59

s
lb. 29

WINGS

4 rYI

ens

lb.

6/$116111E SAUCE c3,°,

2/29C

46-oz Can

Wow

Wagner Fruit

DRINK

49c ITISTANT TEA

54 oz. bot.

(Limit: 3)
Kroft

FR. DRESSING

89c

49
;

PURE VEGETABLE

Vanity

GRN. BEANS ICE MILK

10;E

Aft

Missior

No. 303 Can, (Lirnjt:'6)
Delta
'TISSUE

TOMATO SAUCE

"a

Showboat

W ILT

14 oz

39;
cans

PORK & BEANS

3-Lb. Can

8/$1

(Limit: 1)

Dick George

3

4-roll pkg 5 1 0

HYDE PARK

BREAD
20-0z. Size

Grade A
Medium

Cello Pkg

CARROTS

2 29C
1,1,1b

3

Allen's
$ 1 00
Doz.

kolden or Red Del.

APPLES

4•lb bag

SPINACH

49C

No. 1 Red

POTATOES'ag 39;

No. 303 cans

100

RED CROSS

SPAGHMI
7-0z. Pkg.0
]

e
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New Heart
Drug Said
Significant
By CHARLES S. TAYLOR
ATLANTA (UPI)—Two renowned cardiology specialists
hail a new drug and an
advanced surgical procedure
now widely used in the
treatment of heart disea‘e as
more important to mankind
than putting astronauts on the
moon.
The drug, described as a beta
adrengeric blocker, and coronary artery bypass surgery are
fairly recent additions to
medical technology, resulting in
the saving of thousands of lives,
according to heart specialists
attending a recent meeting of
the Georgia Heart Association.
The significance of the two
advances in the treatment of
heart ailments was described
by Dr. Edmund H. Sonnenblick,
associate professor at the
-Harvard School of Medicine and
director of cardiovascular research at the Peter Bent
Brigham Hospital in Boston,
Mass.; and Dr. William Likoff,
clinical professor of medicine
at the Hahnemann Medical
College and hospital at Philadelphia.
Sonnenblick termed to two
developments as "more important than putting a man on the
moon."
"Nothing Could Be Done"
"We used to just watch them
heart patients) die," he said.
''Nothing really could be done."
"Vast numbers of people
were really crippled by (chest)
pain. Now they can live nearly
lormal lives."
Likofsv explained that the
beta adrengeric blocker is
"very effective in reducing the
work of the heart and makes it
less likely that the patient will
develop pain (angina pectoris).
He said the coronary artery
bypass involves removal of a
from a
section of vein
patient's leg or other extremity
and surgically substituting it
for the portion of coronary
artery narrowed and thickened
by arteriosclerosis.
The successful operation restores or greatly improves
blood circulation and the work
of the heart.
Lioff said a million new cases
of acute coronary attacks occur
in this country every year,
"about 10 per cent of which are
asymptomatic or silent heart
attacks."
Smoking Shortens Life
He said a person who
experiences angina, or chest
pain, and who continues smoking "gives up three years of
life, on the average."
He said the coronary bypass
3peration "was one of the most
significant developments that
has come down the pike in the
treatment of coronary insuffiMency and heart pain."
Dr. Dudley Johnson, assistant
professor of thoracic and
.- :ardiovascular surgery at the
Marquette School of Medicine,
Milwaukee, Wis., described the
arterial bypass operation for
the several hundred heart
specialists attending the session.
Johnson said 488 such operaons had been performed at his
ospital in the first eight
nonths of this year with only a
per cent mortality. He said it
was now a proven technique
and was becoming routine in
the nation's hospitals.

Visits to sewers
too dangerous
An offer by the London Tourist Board to take visitors to
London on conducted tours of
sewers has embarrassed officials of the Greater London
Council.
A spokesman for the G.I,.0
said, "It would be too dangerous for visitors. First of all
there is danger from gas and
when it rains you would have to
run for it, Also there is risk of
infection."
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Folger's

N
%
i

COFFEE

Martha
White

Limit: One per Customer.
With Coupon Below
1-Lb. Can

1/- EGGS
//
%,
oi
1 't

with 15.00 purchase or more,
excluding tobacco and dairy

PAGE

FLOUR

73;

•

MINN
,
1 11 Se

Plain and
Self-Rising

products.

5-113. bag

1540CE

49

Doz.

frac
Arising
71111-5754
PHILC
used.

ODUCE

‘,.10%.4111w411°P
'

MUSSELMAN'S

APPLE
SAUCE
2/39'

1

16-oz. box

59$ CHILI
with BEANS

ARMOUR
TREET

9 LIVES

LUNCH MEAT591
12-oz can

15-oz. can

r
11
I
r..
i
Creamed Gravy 1
(j$A
6%-oz. can

CAT InFOOD
4

MEETERS

KRAUT

3/$1°°
BAMA

ts

Fryers
Armour All Meat

Wieners
12-oz. pkg.

Steak

45

lb

FRUIT PIES

Peach- Apple & Cherry

Frosty Acres

(Excluding Ham)

MEAT DINNERS

ORANGE JUICE' can
Wagner's
Breakfast

Pet Ritz

PIE SHELLS

Orange
Drink

4-oz

Neck Bones

5 count can

Pkg. of 2

COFFEE 69t
MATE
GRAPEWELI5RINK

49

Fresh Pork

3/89'
39'
39'
29'

NON-DAIRY CREAMER
16-oz. jar

46-oz. can

dam picke
kV p.m.
TWO YE
dryer and
435-4592 or

3P1

NEW 112
coimpresso
tire infla
anfi spray
7943018 aft

LIQUID TREND
— FOR DISHES —

and
lb

CASH AN
bids distr
room sizes
Me back,
Hi-density
price starts
13.!95 sq. Y
anything in
12 and 15
Paschall's
Hazel,Ky.

29'

22-oz.

Pig

RED HEART
DO FOOD

ii

Flavorite Brand Sliced
1-1b. pkg.

154-oz. can

----------------- --------------------T
------------------------------

Lean, Boneless
BEEF

'NEVE
ik.t.it say
carpet cl
shampoo
Romeo!
Well

\

ea

Frosty Acres

79 Feet 19

acon

"It

BELTON
hearing a i
hearing al

Biscuits

Lean * Tender

\ N. S.

RN

Hyde Park
Whole Only

large stalk

Frosty Acres

Lge. 54-oz.

U.S. Inspected

..OT DOGS

•
•

WAFFLE

33' ALL-PAaPOSE
SYRUP
PEPSODENT
CLEANER
24 oz
TOOTHBRUSHES
32 oz
Reg 69
59' 49'
ONLY 39$

1 ,doz. in plastic bag

COLD

;
•

and

Quart Jar

10-lb. bag

,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
I

PANCAKE

4

4-1b. bag

APPLES
U.S. No. 1
RED POTATOES
Ltaadigst
CEEsERT

ARMO6

BATH BEADS

35$
49'
39'
39'
15t

Eating

161
/
2-oz. can

1ERGENS
LOTION MILD

Vtie
1J

Yellow

70 MO
12'160'.
doors,
Abrade
Etrnitu
410.2437.

FOR GROWING FAMILIES
3-lb bag

Lean
GROUND BEEF

U.S. Choice
SHOULDER SWISS

-14'. •

lb 139c
Stew 89 b Patties 794 Steak
----------------- --------------------------------------------------* FRESH CUT-UP CHICKEN PARTS *

494 lb THIGHS
BREAST
494 lb WINGS
LEGS
100
NECKS & BACKS

<

•

TWO MAU
one with
gauge sho
machine
tachnients,
Mobile Mai
rockers,
National
Digest and
Phone 436p-In.

2/29'

Parker's Mkt

SAVE 15' WHEN YOU BUY A
1-lb. can of

FOLGERS COFFEE

'40
,

SPECIAL PRICE
WITH THIS COUPON

Rilgt4

494 lb
194 lb

3 REGI
Heifers, 8
Charolais
Two 14 Cha
old. Call or
Farmington,

73'
Le..ca... vow. I JO •• I <

5JERSEY
About 400 or

.?ksr..-AmGood Thru 10/13/71

SEVERAL
fall materni
Phone 492-86

"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY... YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE

ItitE "

Located in Downtown
Shopping Center
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Wirek

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE

SET OF
Cyclopedias.
X ANGUS
lord brood
heifers, 10 y
financing a

Horse
Parts,Tenn.
A

4
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,6sH0p THE WANT ADS wAy

FOR SALE

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
RUNNING SPECIAL price on TWO-2 ton dump
trucks. One flat NEW SHIPMENTS
of fall furIrish Setter puppies. Call 753-186? bed,one box bed. Phone
753niture now arriving. Two piece
.4-753-9457
014C 7850.
TFC Early
American, Spanish
Modern and Hide-A-Bed living
room furniture, bedroom furniture in Oak, Pecan, Maple,
Walnut and white Provincial
with powder table. Metal wardrobes, wall base and utilityn
cabinets. Sweepers and vacuum
cleaners.
AKC REGISTERED white AKC GERMA
N Shepherd pup- Close out
on wrought iron patio
Pekingese male, $40.00. Phone pies.
Black and silver. 7 weeks
furniture. See us for your carpet
753-5754 or 753-8716.
06C old. Phone 753-8351.
06C and cushion vinyl needs.
Special
price on nylon carpet Hi-Density
PHILCO REFRIGERATOR,
PIANO IN storage. Beautiful foam
rubber back.
used. Phone 753-6213.
TFNC spinet-console stored
locally. Carraway Furnitu
re and
Reported like new. Responsible Applianc
e, 105 North 3rd Street,
70 MODEL MOBILE home, party can take
at big saving on Murray, Kentuck
y. Phone 75312'x60'. Storm windows and low payment balance
. Write 1502.
07C
doors, steps, all electric. Joplin Piano Inc.,
Joplin,
Abundance of closets, beautiful Missouri 64801.
06P
furniture. Big discount.Phone
THURSDAY ONLY
480-2437.
07C MASSEY HARRIS "Pony"
72"
WOOL/RAYON
tractor with plow, disc and
FELT
cultivator. Call after 5:00 p.m.
All Colors
753-3917.
06P
$222 yd.

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

AUCTION SALE

tEAL ESTATE FOR SALFAUCTION SALE, Saturday
SMALL FARM; good location;
October 9th, at 10:00 a.m. at the business or future investment.
home of the late Willie and May One mile East Murray, apLawrence, one mile southeast of Proximately 10 acres pasture.
Lynn Grove, Kentucky. Nice Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
trinkets, glass, china and antique Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
IS MORI THAN
collector items that have been .For appointment call 753By RE114, CERNKOVIC
JUST A WORD
saved for close to a century. I 4147
PITTSBURGH ((WI) - BarWITH US
TFC
bara (lades was on a merrycould not begin to list and
describe each item separately. WHY LIVE in a commercial area go-round from May to ()ctobHere are just a few; Fancy oak and be bothered by loud truck er. And she enjoyed every
dining table and chairs, nice noise when you can move to one minute.
A free lance writer from
refrigerator and electric stove, of the nicest residential areas in
old rockers, glass-front kitchen Murray? Fox Meadows and Santa Monica, Calif., Barbara
cabinet, a beauty. Jenny Lynn Coach Estates Mobile .Horne traveled 16,000 miles around
bed, other antique b2 beds, extra Parks are quiet, modern, ar " the. country, visiting amusenice spinning wheel, fancy convenient to city, grade aria ment parks to gather material
gh schools, $25. per month for a book on merry-go-rounds.
treadle sewing machine, fancy
"I became interested in'
love seat type couch with mat- Includes most utilities and grass
merry-go-rounds when I moved
ching rocker, bought about the mowing,some residents use their
to Santa Monica in 1967 from
turn of the century, and still like rent savings to pay their country
Fair tawn, N. J.," the graduate
Storm Windows Done at Regular Price and Your
club dues. South 16th near
new.
of Oberlin College said. "My
There will be lots of glass and Canterbury,753-3855 or 753apartment overlooks Santa
/
2
For 1
china and green depression. 7964.
030C Monica Pier which has
a
Numerous kerosene lamps, one
Phone 375
9 Mon.am. u
merry-go-round with a wheezy
77
tto5
56
New Office
hr
Hours:
nice No. 1-2 wall lamps. Three SEVEN ROOM, two story house organ.
wash kettles, tea kettles, bean in Hazel. Bath, gas furnace, nice
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY SOW AND
Traveling in a van type
Fashion Costs Less
nine (91 pigs. Pony ,
pots, nice churns,jars and jugs of lot and garden space. Price, automobile, Barbara took picGIFTS
When
You Sea With fine
harness and cart. Phone 435WILL DO trash hauling.
all kinds, flat irons, black $5,500.00. Phone 492-8610.
HELP WANTED
OW tures of merry-go-rounds in
Fabrics from
4483.
Reasonable rate. Phone 753skillets, brass knob, hames,
06P
Tilden Park, Berkeley, Calif:
3130.
Flitch 's Gardens in Denver:
WELDER, sugar buckets.
"The Wishing Well"
FAB-N
07C. EXPERIENCED
-TRIM
IN
MEMOR
Y
LL KEPT carpets show the
Apply in person at Five Point Chingilloifland other nice dolls.
Dorney Park in Allentown, Pa.,
IN
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
North Side Court Square
tilts of regular Blue Lustre
Welding Shop.
at Wildwood and Asbury Park,
Extra
fancy
TFC
and
old
piano,
WF*61-FitN 11 To
wall
hoe
One
work.
Phone
year
Rex Camp, 753ago today, October 7, N.
pot cleaning. Rent electric
J., and other places.
clock,
runs
good.
Come
ex1970.
5933
020NC 4 OPENINGS AVAILABLE
ampooer $1.00, Big K.
One of the oldest merry-gofor pecting the usual modern fur- You
09C BREAKFAST SET with four
were
called
to
heaven
'NEVER USED anything like
far round# located in an amusechairs. In good condition. Phone SEPTIC TANK clearung, back women. Excellent earnings, full niture plus all the listed
goodies
away
it," say users of Blue Lustre
ment park in Watch Hill, R.I.,
1969 SALEM MOBILE Home, 60' 435-4903.
07C hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- or part time. For interview and many more.
and though we know you're there intrigued Barbara
carpet cleaner. Rent new electric x
.'
59$3.
014C appointment, Call 753-1711. 06C
12' two- bedrocen with bath and
For information call Rex to stay
ihampooer $1. Western Auto, a-half.
"From my research I gather
Brown, 435 4855, Lynn Grove or We miss you
All electric. Extra nice. PEKINGESE PUPPIES, seven
more with each the merry-go-round was built
Home of -The Wishing
Someone to take over payments. weeks old. $35.00 each. Phone 753- BATON LESSONS beginning, TOM'S PIZZA Palace needs Otto Chester Auction Service, passing day
about 1850, she said. "It has
Well."
5583.
06C Phone 489-2576.
October 6. For information call waitress. Apply in person after 435-4042, Lynn Grove. A complete
011C
012C
We know you have gone to rest. no floor boards like the conKaye Beaman at 753-9809.
auction
06C 4:00p.m.
sale service. Licensed We loved you dearly
07C
ventional type. The horses
BELTONE FACTORY fresh 21" BLACK
and bonded. It pays to sell the But God loved
and white RCA THREE HOLSTEIN Heifers, will
swing
you
away from the center of_
WILL
best..
PAY
well
for
your
spare
freshen
in March. Phone 753-6210
hearing aid batteries for all make television, $35.00. Phone 753Chester Way.
07P
rotation - kind of a centrifugaT
In Loving Memory of
time working at home for us.
after 4:00 p.m.
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. 06C 3410.
07C
08NC
force."
Lilburn Hale
Anyone who can read and write AUCTION SALE, Saturda
CHIROPRACTOR
y,
The Watch Hill ride costs
by
can
qualify.
Weekly
salary.
October
SYCAMO
903
9th, 1 p.m., 5 miles
RE ST
PENTA TREATED lumber.
only
10 cents and riders can
Wife
and
Children
Details
write:
MURRAY, KY 42071
James
1TP
Bliss
Co. southwest of Murray, Kentucky
Resistant to rot and termites.
grasp at brass rings as they
PONE 753 9909
P.O. Box 324 Dept. K697 Levit- turn west at Holiday
Ideal for boat docks and any
Inn
on
South
whirl by.
753 9960
town,Pa. 19053.
013C 641. Drive to first road west of a
weather exposed uses. Murray
WANTED TO RENT
"Operators at Watch Hill, at
Sinking Spring Church, turn
Lumber Co., Maple Street, WILL KEEP elderly man in TIME MEANS MONEY
Bushkin Park in Easton, Pa.,
.
Use
WANT
TO
RENT:
Local couple
TOP SIZE BULBS
Murray, Kentucky
and at Knoebel's Groves in
1TC private home near hospitals. spare hours for contact work and south one mile to Roy D. Hart- with
no children or pets wishes to
sfield Farm.
Room
and
Elysburg, Pa., told me their
board.
Reasona
ble.
watch
your
earnings
grow.
Local
SURE TO BLOOM!
rent
nice
small
unfurni
shed
2 TOY POODLES, one white, one Phone 753-1851.
business increased 30 per cent
OW distributor will show you how. Having sold his farm, will offer house with reasona
ble rent. after they installed
a 1950 Allis Chalmers tractor,
silver. Have registration papers.
the brass
Write Box 32Q, Murray,
Model B. One row good shape, Phone 753-5774 or 753-3410. 07NC ring feature," she said.
Call 753-2219 on weekends. 08C
Ky.
012P
plow, disc, and cultivator, full set
The origin of the brass ring
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
dates to medieval days, Miss
of horse drawn tools, harnes,
TV ANTENNA,almost new. Also WE ARE ready now to deliver or ItMMED
IATE OPENING for
Extra Nice Plants!
Charles said. Knights at joustchains, tools, wagon, well pumps,
large executive desk. Call Mrs. take your order for six vein general
office worker. Must be
hog feeder, wrenches and hand SEPTEMBER REPORT FOR ing tournaments rode horses at
W. N. Crosthwaite, 489-2437 stoker or four by seven lump coal able
to type, some bookkeeping
full speed and tried to hook
Kirksey, Ky.
1971
08C or 6 by 3 egg. Phone 753-1813, preferred. Equal opportunity tools.
lances through brass rings.
Fulton Ice di Coal Service, 408 employe
This is a family sale and will
r. Send resume to Box
South 4th Street.
sell so many things, but with eats R. F. Smith, Dec'd
TFC 32M,Murray,
AUTOS FOR SALE
Ky.
08C
and drinks. Hope you will spend Hal Smith, Kirksey, Kentucky,
Fascination
1969 BUICK ELECTRA, 225
the afternoon buying the nice Executor
Barbara is fascinated by
RENT
FOR
No. 4th Street
Custom, blue with black vinyl
modern as well as old pieces. I
vintage merry-go-rounds. The
top, loaded, one owner. First,
BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee Beds, springs, mattresses, Katherine Diuguid Kirk, Dec'd modern. versions are drab_ by
class condition, 36,000 actual,
Apartment, unfurnished, 2 chiffonir, buffet, new breakfast Charlotte Kirk Whitnen, 1100 comparison, she said.
ONE SEMI-MOUNT John Deer LI1TLE
"The animals on the old
GIRL'S clothes, sizes 3 miles. Local car, priced to move,
bedroom
, living room, kitchen , set i 6 chairs) desk, rockers and Olive St., Murray, Ky., Executrix
corn picker. Phone 753-8697, after and 4. Phone
merry-go-rounds are works of
straight chairs, couch, prac753-6538 after 3:00 ph. 753-1955 after 5:30 p.m. 08C
utility,
and
bath.
Carpete
d.
Air
6:00p.m.
012C p.m.
art," she said. "Craftsmen from
08C
conditioned.
Dishwasher, tically new oil stove ( Boss I some J. W. Pendergrass, Dec'd
HAUL-A-WAY 6 CAR, 65
beautiful new quilts, pounds of Flavil Pendergrass, Route 1, Europe carved animals with
refriger
ator,
stove,
garbage
TWO YEAR old washer and 19 INCH
flowing manes. The horses on
PORTABLE TV, 2 years Chevrolet tractor, new rubber,
disposal. Across from Westview new quilt pieces, 40 piece silver Farmington, Ky. Administrator
dryer and electric range. Phone old. Good
American merry-go-rounds deware,
condition. Call 753-9294 18,000 miles on engine; '63 model
buggy
lapspre
ad
(
animal
Nursing
Home
on South 16th St.,
435-4592 or 435-5501.
pict those of the old U.S.
08C after 5 p.m.
Kathleen
trailer,
Patterso
has
design)
new
n,
Dec'd
75
rubber,
pieces
road
of
beautifu
l
Phone 753-4974.
08C
06C
ready. Priced for quick sale or
press, depression and two pieces Stanford Andrus, 1512 Sycamore, Calvary and the Old West
TWO
paintings by Fred Remington.
BEDRO
OM
duplex
with
trade for autos. Call Jim Orr For the men of carnival glass, churns, jars, Murray, Ky., Executor
They apkiear to be snorting and
"JEW S,4 H.P. Portable air
central heat and air, fully car- jugs,
Football Jerseys
Motor Sales, 816-849-2495, Mittwo snow tread tires
aladdin lamps, fine dough
bucking.
peted with outlets for washer and tray, 7
izimpressor. Complete with hose, Any name
two 7L4 skill saws
milk cans, 2 useable, book Henry Childres, Dec'd
or number chell, Indiana.
08C
Some horses from merrydryer.
cart inflator, regulator gauges
Phone
753-9741
011C
camping equipment
and almanacs dated 1826-1887, Neva Childres, Route 1, Dexter, go-rounds may be found
printed while you wait,
and spray gun. $164.00. Phone
in
Ky., Executrix
large shop vise
flat
irons,
beam
CHEVR
scales,
1957
OLET,
broad
Six
cylinder
recreation rooms and backfour colors to choose
FOUR ROOM unfurnished house, axe, kegs, and
543018 after 5:00 p.m.
09C
straight shift, 56,000 actual miles.
barrels,4 wash
yards of private homes. Carl
from. Sizes. age 2
bath, carpeted. Five miles from kettles,
tea kettle, pie safe, Xera Robertson, Dec'd
In real good mechanical con- For the ladies Hughes, manager of the KennyCASH AND CARRY, 2 truck through adult
Murray.
$85.00
per
month.
Must square table, Maytag wringer Annie Lee Gunter, Murray, Ky.,
extra dition. Phone 492-8630 after 5:00
Antique
satin
drape
wood
Amusement Park near
loads distressed stock full rolls,
have
referenc
es. Phone 7534425 washing machine and
large.
p.m.
so many Executrix
06NC, material
Pittsburgh, has a carousel horse
room sizes and wall to wall, some
days or 753-5962 nights.
07C
other things.
Wallace's Book Store
in his living room.
jute back,some commercial type
I appreciate helping with your Beedie Clendenon, Dec'd
"It's quite a conversational
Store Hours
1960 FORD 2 ton truck. Phone Plenty of goodies for all
Hi-density rubber back. Our
SEVEN
ROOM
furnished sales and wish and believe
John R. Clendenon, 1111 Poplar, pit.cr,.. said In.. Ann Hughes.
we
435-5425.
:rice starts $2.50 sq. yd. and up to 8-8 Mon. - Fri.,
07C
apartment, near University. Air- can have
9-5 Sat.
-It's a 1913 model."
them during the week. I Murray, Ky., Administrator
$3.95 sq. yd. none higher. Pick
conditioned, carpeted. $125.00 per can help any
1302 Kirkwood
Barbara believes in working
day. Look for sale
anything in house while it lasts.
month.
Must
1970 EL CAMINO,Power and air.
have references. notices October 16, 23, 30,
Phone 753-6200
at grass roots. She spent last
Nov. 6 W. E. (Earl) Childress, Dec'd
12 and 15 ft. width in stock. 2 LONE STAR quilts, new. Call Sharp. Call 753-7426.
Phone 753-6425 days or 753-5962 and 13. And
07C
the Ft. Heiman 2nd Avis Childress, Route 1, Dexter, Fourth of July operating a
07C
Paschall's Discount House, 436-2240.
nights.
07C sale ( parkhill all day sale of Ky., Administrator
UI errN-go-round
at
Myrtle
Hazel, Ky. 492-9733.
CHEVROLET,
1962
V8, WINDT'S WESTERN Store, Lone
Beach". S. C.
08P
small things could not be sold at
GIRL'S CLOTHES,
coats, automatic, and air. Phone 489- Oak,
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49' NGES doz. 59C Salisbury ,..,..,.3-,,,forx 7,50,,,...c .
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,

Special!

ICE MILK

39c

lit
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